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Red Cross fund drive chairman,'
Sturart Poston, today urged workers
awho have not yet turned in their
Collection kits to do so by Friday, April
14.
mWe have collected about 17,200 of our
$10,700 goal so far," Poston said, adding
that the chapter would like to fizilalize
the drive as soon as possible
ramolon asso--tooa the °mot:amity
issue a word of thanks to the com-.
munay. -
-We deeply appreciate all the-cow-
tributions to our chapter as well as the
efforts of the many, many volunteer
workers who have assisted us in this
effort," Poston said.
Blood-Pressure
A Free Blood Pressure Clinic will be
held Friday, April 14, from 9:00 a.M:, to
3:00 pm. at the Dees Bank of Hazel.
Those persons who have not had their
blood pressure checked within the past
year are urged to call at the free clinic,
a spokesman said.
The clinic will be sponsored by the
Hazel Units of . the Woodmen of the
World and the Calloway County Health
Department in cooperation with the
Dees Bank of Hazel. for transportation
persons may call 492-8136.
Campaign '79
Terry McBrayer Denies Carroll Influence
• isaltottal • WIMPligicholarshtp cor-
poration has awarded a (oar year Merit
scholarship to -IleureiliVIAW 
Murray.-
The 17-year-old Murray High senior
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Horrting,
.1705 Holiday Drive, Murray.
Horning was one of some 1,410 win-
ners of corporate sponsored four year
merit scholarship winners released
today by the :Evanston, 111, based.
organization.
The announcement marks the first of
three groups of merit scholars la be
named in the 23rd annual nationwide
competition.
Horning's scholarship is sponsored
by the Burroughs Corporation.
Horning said he plans to attend the
University of Kentucky ana,major in
palitiaai science. -
At Murray High, he is a member of
the math team, Hi-Y president, Ken-
tucky Youth Assembly Cabinet
member, student council member,
delegate to Bluegrass Boys' State and
was an award winner in the Kenlake
Council of Teachers of Mathematics
therray_ ,,,e




Murray Planning Commission will
host another in a series of public
hearings geared to getting public
comments on a small cities grant.
plication for the Douglas Community ht
Murray.
Person working with an advisory
currently conducting a house-to-house
survey in the community, according to
Steve Zea, Murray city planner. Zea
said information collected with the
questionnaires will be used in the ap-
plication process. - . •
About $1-million could be avallabe to
the city of Murray via the grant offered
by the federal Department of Housing
and Urban Development, Zea said.
Purpose of the meeting Monday night
at Douglas Community Building on L.
P. Miller and Second streets, "is to
obtain views and proposals of in-
terested citizens on program
development" of the. grant.
Besides talking about the amount of
money available to the city, planning
calianission representatives are ex-
pected to talk about_ the.
tivities that can be.undertaken with the _
money, the type of activities ineligible
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JAIL IMPROVEMINT.17a- wirers with the federal Comprehensive ErnplOyment Training Act(CEIA) in Calloway
County recently removed the bars from the Murray thyjail, no longer used to house prisoners, and installed them
in the Calloway County Jail. The bars were set up in the county jail to provide a safety corridor, furnishing greater
prisoner control In the left photo, CETA crew members Torn Farrar (standing) and Charlie McKenney, are shown
  cuttingdown-the bars from the old city jail. ballitsaght photo, Huel ”Wimptaacat_ea, Calloway County-Miler, opens a
door to the new safety cell constructed from the bars of the city jail.
Photos by Jennie B. Gordon
Murray High\Student is Merit
-khacuesitio Awards Winner
dettest.lIe'it oleo ra-unitivirber co the
Murray Statt%Univergity -Amateur
a—ma taut. \
In 1978, more th '4,000 students will
win merit scholarships valued at about
accordin to a spokesman






poration. Each of the ;corporate
sponsored four year merit scholarships
is Worth between $1,000 andig,001wor
the undergraduate years of college. Thaif-
annual stipened accompanying a
corporate sponsored four year
scholarship is determined on an in-
dividual basis, generally within the
range of a.$250 minimum and a $1,500
maximurn per year.
More than one million high school
juniors entered the 1978 competition by
taking the Preliminary Scholastic
Aptitude Test-National Merit-
Scholarship Qualifying Test ( PSAT-
NMSQ1) in October 1976. Some 15,000 of
' these students - the top one-half of rine
percent in each of the fifty states -
were named seinifinalists in the fall of
1977. About 14,000 Semifinalists ad-
vanced to finalist level in the com-
petition by meeting further
requirements, including being en-
dorsed and recommended by their high
school officials; substantiating their
PSAT-NMSQT performance with
equivalent scores on a second
examination; and submitting records
to support Iiigh academic standing.
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) - Saying he
doesn't walk in Gov. Julian Carroll's
shadow, state Commerce Com-
missioner Terry McBrayer has told a
political forum he has his own concerns
about government.
The remark wasmade by McBrayer,
considered the preference of the
Democratic governor for 1979, in an-
swer to a question :by a Republican girl
from the.. audience during the
University of Kentucky Studen
Political Forum here Wednesday nigh
featuring five gubernatorial can
didates.
"McBrayer said that if he runs .he
would of course welcome the support of
everyone - "I hope to be the hand-
picked candidate of the people of
Kentucky."
The question taMcBrayer was one of
the few pointed and personal ones
during the 1 ashour session, which also
featured Attorney Carteret Robert
Stepbens, who siiiaheirhot running for
any state office in 1979.
McBrayer.also said he would give the
-rais *Mistral trir111 per fortrunre, -
.adding that the General Assembly does
arialtatet often enough nor have suf-
ficient staff or expertise to do a really
good Job
But Rep Ray Overstreet of liberty,
an announced Republican candidate for
amid he would give the---zror. •_ lature a -11 minus" and the only
reason he would not give it a "F" is
- -a because many members did attend the
past session,, despite severe winter
weather
"I'm one of the rubber stamps,"
Overstreet said in satirizing his view of
the assembly as a mere pawn of Gov.
Carroll.
And Overstreet blamed the governor
for much of the practice of
piggybacki4 - attaching unsuccessful
bills to other legislation to slip it
through passage. The Republicarasaid
this often was done because legislators
saw no other way to challenge the .
achninistratioh at the committee level...
. Al one point McBraaer was asked-
since he accepts Carroll's support, does
he also accept responsibility for in-
creases in numerous fees passed by the
legislature under administration
guidance?
"No, I wasn't in the legislature,"
McBrayer said "I don't accept that
responsibility." * •
Staphens, athough not a candidate, -
remarked in one of his answers that
were he a legislator, he would have
voted against a bill which rtappor-
Honed the district of House Speaker
wtiffiericentos, D-terirgess-ti) add
about 10,000 new white voters to a -
raciallysplit *ea.
Stephens said that the normal
procedure in redistricting is to follow
the U.S. Census, which is taken every 10
years.'
Others on the liftlgrITTI"VVI, litgte
Auditor George Atkins, former
Louisville mayor Harvey Roane and
Jefferson County Judge Mitch
McConnell.
Atkins, a frequent critic of the state
administration, said the electorate is
asking for someone to level wkth them,
asking for accountability.
"The people of Kentucky will not be
dictated to any longer," he said.
- Then, turning to McBrayer, he Joked
that he was very impressed with the
commerce commissioner's accom-
plishments and that McBrayer "might
consider running for auditor."
. Sloane said that he is increasingly
concerned about tongtertn financial
cornmittments made by the state
"I think it would be irresponsible a -•
the next governor to increase taxes,
Sloane said.
" ... and I feel the legislature ought to
have firmer tontrol of our debt."
McConnell, a Republican surrounded
at Louisville by Democratic officials,
said that he has been "reasonably
successful" in dealing with the
Democratic fiscal court except for
personnel matters. .
"Unless there ts controversy, it
.doesn't trudtel*_grog:Lystjakto
ding limit he thinks the poopie of Jef-
_ferson. County are -"sick and tired of -2
friction.,"
'McConnell also said he is not a
gubernatorial candidate for next year. 
Thene* judge-executive said the key
to Republican victories around the
stale is a 'InOn:PlitiLiiin personal ap-
proach because of the increasing inde-
pendenoe of !date 'voters:a
McBrayer remarked at one point that
he is concerned about discrimination
against women.
He said they "have been blatantly left
off boards and commissions in this
state and off high level appointments"
both in the current and other ad-
ministriitiOns.
The political forum resumes Thur-
sday night with five more speakers.
• .
• a-alalaa
the University of laulinville, which now.
has higher tuitions than the other state-
schools, for graduate students at the
regional universities or for students at.--
UK's Community Colleges.
'Out-ofAstate -tuition at the state's
professional schools will also be in-
creased, by $100 per year in each of the
-two years at UK and UL's medical and
den:Wei:hooka and by $230 over the two
years at UK's and Northern's law
schools.
However, the Council eiended a
special out-of-state tuition Waiver at--
Murray State for students living within 7
a 100-mile radius of the school through
the 1980-81 school year and granted a
similar waiver to Western Kentucky for -
students in four southwestern Indiana
counties.
The Murray waiver, first approved
:last year for students from Missouri,
funds and Indiana, was aimed at
filling empty dormitory space. The
Council added a provision Wednesday
that a studeot must live in udiversity
housing to qualify for the exemption,
The Western waiver for students
from the Indiana counties of Perry,
Spencer, Warrick and Vanderburg wee-
in response to a similiar waiver granted
students in six western Kentucky
counties by Indiana State Evansville.
The council delayed action on
proposals by its staff concerning the
control of out-ofstate enrollments,
which are currently -limited to 20
percent at individual schools and 15





Fred Jackson, officer in charge at the
Murray Postoffice, said -persons
waiting until the final date, Monday,
April 17, 1978, to file their federal and
state income tax forms for 1977 should
note the times that snail should be
deposited in order to have the postmark
of Monday, April 17, 1978, on the en-
velope.
Jackson said mail deposited after
4 : 45 P.M. in the Murray Postoffice will
not be postmarked until the following,
day. He also urged persons to note the
last pickup time on collection boxes
throughout the city since the mail in




JAMEsrowN, xy. (AP) - Out-of.---
state stinients will be paying more at
Kentucky's state supported universities
-next--year.-
The state Council on Higher
Education Wednesday approved raises
in out-of-state tuition which will amount
to $50 next year for undergraduate stu-
dents at the six regional universities
and $f50 for graduate and un-
dergraduate students at the University
of Kentucky.
Similar increases will also be ef-
fective in the fall of 1979.
The Council, meeting at Lake
Cumberland State Park, voted to phase
in the increased tuitions over the next
two school years, although keeping the
door open for even further increases in
the fall of 1979.
The Council staff had recommended
that the increases go into effect all  at_
once this fall.
. -.However, the_council-has had
authority to enforce tKiltrialtas.
Council co-chairman Edward
Prichard introduced -in - -a proposal-AG--
remove the 20 percent limit at in-
dividual schools, although maintaining
the 15 percent overall limit.
Included in the staff's recom-
mendations were requiring out-of-state
students to make a minimum stare on
the American College Test and
prohibiting student credit hours gener-
ated by out-of-state students in excess
of the 20 percent limit from being used
to calculate student-faculty ratios,
which is a prime consideration in allo-
cating state funds.
The Council approved guidelines
giving top priority for funds from a $19
million capital construction fund ap-
proved by the last legislature for the
elimination of physical barriers for the
handicapped.
Neat in atild. will be projects lIi-
volving the conservation of, energy, and
compliance with local, state and
federal building and fire safety codes.
The Cnurkeil gave apprval to three
capital construction projects, including
two new buildings at-the University of
Louisville totaling $12.5 aulliori.
The new $4.5 million School of
Education building and the $7.7 million
Chemistry Building at ULwill be paid
for through the sale of bonds, while a
$125,-000 emergency grant was ap-
proved from the state Fire and Tornado
Fund for renovations to the fire-
damaged library at Kentucky State.
-Registration •
Set For County
Registration for all first grade
'students who reside in athe Calloway
Caw*? School System, who Will be
aaa'irefteralialhe First-Grade-for the school
year, should register on the aollowing
dates.
North Elementary - April 18, 9:00
a.m.
--East Elementary --April- 20, 9:00
-a.m.
Southwest Elementary April 21,
9:00 a.m.
If for any reason students are unable
to register on these days, persons may
register by telephone by contacting










Deaths 8c Funerals 16
Horoscope 4







Mostly sunny and a little cooler
today. Highs in the upper 60s to
around 70. Clear and cool tonight.
Lows in the low and Mid 40s.
Friday slimy and a little war-
mer. Highs in the mid 70s.
. asv
,,, •
CHAIN R5ACTiON-two persons were treated for injuries received in a chain reaction vehicle collision shortly af-
ter 11 a.m. this morning on Ky. 94E just outside the Murray City limits. Treated at the MCC Hospital werec Thelma
YON of Murray and Dorothy CO* of St: WW th1 who were both in e car at left. Driver of the tar at right 
ai le
Caillogan of Cincinnatti who is vacationing OtilWrituciiitalaralid Miter of the middle car was Krit of
Calloway County Kentucky State Trooper I. C. Barnett (right) investigated the accident which blocked one line of
the 'narrow highway for several minutes
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Will All Those Ex's
Ruin the Wedding?
By Abigail Van Buren
„- Ore Ch•cage TnOvee N r News Syne Inc
. DEAR ABBY: Out' daughter is being married soon and I
maiting-plans-for a formal thurch wedding;-dirmer and
reception.
My problem is that the young man who is marrying our
His mother is presendy married to her fifth husband!
Worse yet, all four of her ex-husbands have remarried and
she's friendly with all,of them. To make matters mor-e
sticky, the boy's real father has a wife and two-ex-wives
with whom he is on friendly terms. I have been instructed
to send invitations to all of these ex's. Should I?
How about the receiving line? We will be the laughing
stock of this city if we 'have all those ex-husbands and
ep-wives in the receiving line.
BRIDE 'S BEFUDDLED MOM._ .
DEAR EIEFUDDLED: Invite"the friendly "ex's" to the
wedding but ask only the groom's biological parents and
their present spouses to stand in the receiving line.
DEAR ABBY: A reader asks, "What does a deliberately
Ghildlesit couple Say to the 'go forth and multiply' relatives
and friends who harass them to be fruitful?"
Simple:-Roll yout eyes, upward, look sad and sigh, "Oh, if
we only could! '
Those-few words-are guarantehd to turn hostility and
  nwarranted nosiness inio_instant. sympathy -and. never




• Thursday, April 13
"North Pleasent=ekrpve
----Cumberland Presbyterian
church Women will Meet at
the home of Margery
! Crawford at seven "on. with
i'iritinia Jones as program
leader.
Aurray Chapter No. 92
, at Arch Masons will meet
at the lodge hall at 7:30 'p.m.
roves 126 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet at the
Murray Woman's Club, House
at six p.m.
Welcome Wagon Club will
_meet _al. _theFirst Christian
.rch at 1:30 p.m. With the
ram by the Sweet_
.ines.
Thursday, April 13
Hecital of ballads and songs
bs Carl Rogers, baritone, and
Thomas Baker, pianist, will be
at 8:15 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
• foe Arts Center, Murray
State University. -
Board of Directors of the
NEEDLINE will have a
dinner meeting at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord at 6:30
p.m. New officers and new
board members will be in-
Saturday, April 15
Murray -Shrine Club will
meet 4 -the Triangle Inn at
6:30
Car W will be held at
North Pont Chevron Station
from nine a.m. to five p.m.,
sponsored by the Flags,
Rifles, and Majorettes of
Calloway County High School.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
World Hall at 730 p.m.
Girl-v.-Scouts will have
sidewalk cookie sales' at
°two's, Roses', and National
Store's from ten a.m. to three
p.m.
Special Olympics Will be at
Carr Health Building and
Stewart Stadium, Murray
State, froin tlY four
p.m.
Miss Murray State Pageant,
ninth annual, will be at 7:30
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University.-
Sunday, April 16 •
One hour musical concert by
the Eby Family- Singers of
Nashville, Tn., will be at the
_Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene, near Kirksey, at six- _ ,
p.m. prior to the revival
service.
BOGARD GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bogard,
Kingswood
DWAR  JAVIT-.Why_peetead_yosi.ingi en sity 
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Dolly Le Ann,where he is a number of the Sigma Ctu fraternity. fie Is meet at se_velL.11fX1VAIL:the-- weig flog eight pounds eightyam Can but rime« not to for geed and legitiniata ransoms? the grandson of Mr. and MFa. Marvin Pace of Salem and Mr. church. •
DEAR ARI3Y: A.year-ago my' husband had a ';ieryous The wedding wW be atiliree p.r& op SaIurday. Anvil 29. at Recital-by-Michael J. Shore, 
.ounces, measuring twenty
inches, born on Sunday, April
and Mrs. Lonnie Shroataflifitrray.
2, atl.:27 a.m. at the Murray-
Nesbitt-Pace Vows
Viss Katherine Sue Nesbitt
Mr. and Mrs. Norman F. Nesbitt of Cadiz announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Katherine Sne_i to Glenn Michael Pace, son of Mr. and Mrs. E.
'Glenn Pace of Acton, Massachusetts.
The bride-elect is a 1973 graduate of Trigg County High
School and a 1977 graduate of Murray State University:She is
presently employed as an accountant for the state of Ten-
-fie:Mee.
The groom-elect is a 1973 graduate of Arlington High School,
Arlington Heights, Ill., and has attended Murray State Uruver-
breakdown. In other words, he was mentally ill..After six Oak Gcove Baptist Church in Ca-diz with the reception im- baritone, -Savenna, -Ill., will Callowa_y_ County Hospital.
__
months of psychiakrictr,eatment he corrimitted-suicide. lie___mediately following in the lounge at Lake Barkley Lodge In- be in --"it-j:15. ' ..P.m., at thewas 28. I was 2i. an -left with two children. vitations are being -sent toad-of-town guests only. ALI frie4xLi -Farrell Recital Rell,_ Price_-My .prohlerti- Wheerpeoplir find ourthillt-f-ain tf illirideNr. and re/olives are invited. . 'Doyle Fine Arts Center,they invariably ask, "What happened to your husband?" .•
Murray State University.
myself to tell anyone that my husband killed himself. My 7-ilfrs----Ceell Butts lironared
suicide is, so lam not faced with telling them yet. For the . _... . North Murray Homemakers
Friday, April 14
died, which is true, and something III not have to retract At Dinner On Her Birt. hday• Club will meet with Mrs. 'Ivanpresent I'm telling the children their Daddy got siek and
when the time comes to tell them the whole stor_ . • • ... 
Outland at 1:30 p.m.
. But what do I tell people who ask me now? I'd Illee to. Mrs. Ceeil—Batts-deitoute Nettie Arnold, Jesse Arnold, Friday-,---April 14have a pat answer that would-volitely say, "It's none cat Two, Puryesse,l`n., celebrated Mrs. Liz Gargus' and Wayne, Tcvin Lakeriektod Sam Club 
Mrs. Betty Morris of Atlanta,
your business.' Any ideas? ••
March 26, with a dinner at her nith Butts, Becky Robbins, A Piney Campground in the 
Ga., and Charles H. Broach o
• her birthday on Sunday, Murray; Mr. and Mrs. Ken- • will bold its monthly campout• NEW YORKER Calvert City. Great gran
mothers are Mrs. . 
d-
Independence United
Methodist Church Women will
I'm not about to-make up any lies, but I can't bring
children are not yet old enough to understand ,what ' - • -
DEAR NEW YORKER: There is as polite way to say,
namw-mt-toffr-bushinic'SAMEArEricarbairk—rouir-.curiosity.
It will be easier for you in the long run if you realize that
it is no reflection on you that your husband took his life. He
was sick. The truth is always the best response, but you're
sot obligated to provide the details. Simply say your
husband as &and took his awn life, amd-ymied rather not
talk about It "Thai- should -put am sr---ka amy further
questioning:— —
- Getting marriedi Whether you want a formal church
weddiag_au simple skeyser-ows-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Send $I and a long, stamped 124 cents1 self-addressed
sassier. is Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
MIL
home.
• The honoree -- was r the
recipient of. many. lovely and
useful gifts. She also received




around Puryear, _ _
Those present -were the
honoree, Mrs. Butts, Mr. an*
Mrs. Robert Gallon, Susie,
Bobbie, and Fredia,Mr.  and
Mrs. Norman Butts, Mrs.
Edna Gallamore, Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Sloan, Mr. and




Reg S 19 00
Land Between the L.akes. A
natlaek -supper w4/1 beserveci- .6d41304 
Broach of Murray.
The Senior Adult Group of
the First Baptist Church will
take a trip to Brandon Springs
in the Land Between the Lakes
on Monday, April 17.
-- Lunch will be served after a
-Ume • of recreation and
fellowship and a program
'presented by the camp
director. The cost of the lunch
will be two dollars per person
The group will leave the





Ends Unita! ; 20 9
"The Fury"
arr.,r/ITT'IT=Li
Imagine your life hangs by a thread.
The Changes Get
Better and Better
Saturday night with Nix and
Margery Crawford as
wagonmasters.
Trombone recital by Philip
__Read, Paducah, will be at
seven p.m. In Old Recital Hall,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
and a trumpet recital by Roy
B. Tighe, Huntsville, Ala., will
be at-8:l5 p.m. in Farrell
Recital flail, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State
.University.
Shopping for senior citizens
• to northside and downtown
444‘:ibtill be at 910 a.m. and to
uthside and downtown at
one p.m. Call 753-0929 by nine
a.m. for morning shopping
and by 11:30 .a.m. for ' af-
ternoon shopping.
Paris, Tn.; Mrs. Eva Over-
east-Mr.-an& trKeweth/
Overcast and Mickey,
Dresden, Tn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Dan Kimble, South
%ton, Tn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Sadler, April and
Tam..rny,,,.. and Marceline
Overcast; Martin, Tn.. Mrs.
Nannie B. Elliott and Mrs.
PatiY' Elliott, Sharon, Tn.;





Order of the Rainbow for Gir
met Tuesday, April 4, at seven*
p.m. at the lodge hall with
Donna Smith as worthy ad-




Lasater, Tina George, Angie
Thweatt, Clarissa Thorn,
Donna Smith, and Rhonda
Sledd. Adults present were
Henry Sledd, Lola Me‘lain,
Marilyn „Weatherford, Bar-
bara Windsor,. and Max
Weatherford- -
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, April 18, at
seven p.m. at the
located on Highway _121 North
at Johnny Robertson Road.
PARIS PATIENT
Tommy Nance of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tn. •
PATIENT AT PARIS
Mrs. Sadie Shoemaker of,
Murray has been dismissed
from the Henry • County' --
General Hospital, Paris, Tn.
John Bucy of Murray was










Fri & Se' Plight
Friday; April 14
Free Blood Pressure Clinic
will be held . at the Dees
Bank of Hazel from nine a. m.
to three p.m. For tran-
sportation call 492-8136.
Exhibits in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray
State, include graphic designs
by Brenda Adams, McKenzie,
In., paintings and drawings
by Carl %roods, Murray, and
ceramics by Renee Tetrault,
Brattleboro, Vt. They will be
on exhibit through April 26.
Friday, April 14
Christian Coffee House,
"Sonshine Inn," sponsored by
BYW, will be held from eight
p m. to midnight at basement
of Fellowship Hall of the.
Church. A charge of fifty cents
per person will be made. Open
to all persons from Grade
Nine through college.
Saturday, April 15
Chapter M of the P. E. 0
Sisterhood will meet for
luncheon at 12:00 noon in the
home of Mrs. Robert Bryan.
Mrs. Olga Freeman will be
assistant hostess.
' Concert by Murra
Percirision
ihreeteel by Tem narsctet,
will be at 8:15 p.m. in the
University Theatre, Murray
State. No charge and public is
Invited. •
Day long early Childhood
Career Education Conference
will begin at 8:15 a.m. in the
Student Center Auditorium,
Murray State University.
The mother is the former
-Maley Broach.
The father is self employed
as a wholesale automobile
dealer on Glendale Road,
Murray. They have three
other children, Rusty, Barry,
and Benjamin.
Grandparents are Mr...anlj













A sandal with support. In soft
leather, with adjustable straps, padded
leather insoles and genuine crepe soles.
Natural
:-
You'll dance all night.ln this
dressy little T-strapaNth padded
leather insoles and an oh-so-soli tricot
lining
Bone & White
Smart and sensible.. Padded leather • •
insoles and genuine crepe soles
White-Tan .
Navy.-----
Stay casual and comfortable. Light-
-W.44Ft WedgITe -Safidat with -long wearing- - -
Rhino crepe sole
Easy going. Leather sandal with
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Norsworthy-Darnell
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will hold its monthly
campout at the Piney Cam-
pground in the Land Between
the Lakes on Friday, Saturday
and Sunday, April 14, 15, and
16, with Nix and Margery
Crawford as wagorunasters.
A potluck supper will be
served Saturday night at the
campfire Site. Other activities
of visiting, walking, fishing,
bitycling, etc., will be held
throughout the weekend.
'Many of the campers arrived
at the campground last week
as spring break for the city
schools started last Friday
_and for the county_nhoola_this_
coming Thursday.
The club held its March 17th
meeting' at Big Joe's
Mr. and Mrs. Don Norsworthy, of 507 Central Avenue,
Mayfield, announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their only daughter, Cindy Gail, to Jeff Darnell,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Darnell of Princeton. '
Miss Norsworthy is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Hubbs of 503 Chestnut St., Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. Frelon
Norsworthy, Sedalia. .
She is a 1976 graduate of Mayfield High School and is now
employed with the Purchase Area Development District in
Mayfield.
Mr. Darne , a 1975 graduate of Mayfield High School, is em-
ployed by th General Tire and Rubber Company inMayfield.
The weddin will take place at 7:30 p.m. on Friday, May 26,
at High Point aptist Church, Mayfield. A reception will follow
immediately the fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend.
Dear Discerning Shoppers,
•---Whrn I vislif'id the
BLACKFORD HOUSE
tbif morning, 1 learned they are closing out all antiques
with 20%-discount off regular prices. This sale will
begin Friday.  April 7, and continue through Saturday.
April 22. While you are there, be sure to register for an
,-intique Coffee • Will to ire given away 7 random
drawing on April 22 at 5p. m• You need not be present
to win, but you will be welcome. And just in time for
Mother's Elav. the shop is offering 25% off on all collec-
tor's prints, marble quotes, and castes. One of these prin-
ts - "Peace" by Jame. W. Hicks, will also be given away
on April 22nd.
In addition while you are in _the shop, take time to
look at their new jewelry items, summer shirts, and
jeans. I found other sale items such as:
• 
Uraf.in4401 desk cu 20 off...9  regular prk-
Vrifinr.r% id bar slat,b at S8.a.S; b”okcase., (2)
20% off regylar price; _crystal glasses 20% nti regular_
pnce.
I have fun - as well as save money - when I visit the
shop. For. example. this morning the Blackford,House
employees and /got inta,a spirited discussion over which
horse is likely to win è¼e Kentucky Derby on May 6th.
Since Derby-liciyi and mint julips are synonymous we
swapped. argued. and c,mbin.d recipes to come up with
the following:
Chill mint julep cupAin refrigeratar. Wu in
glass Brandy snifter:
l dash angostura bine 
2 teaspoons thin sugar sY\rup
8 to I 0 mint leaves •
Carefully muddle mint lives and stir all ingredients
to blend. Then add I full jig,4er of .the ,,-..not_Firginia -
but Kentucky recipe. ,
-Remove- f, td cups from- . fill •
and 14ith the above mixture. thknadd another jigger of
the Kentucky recipe, and one la e sprig of fresh green
mint, dusted with powdered sug (optional) and you
are ready to watch the 104th "ni ning of the roses.- if
your horse proves to be an alsoèuI 'nu might want
another one - so mix double?'
I wish for each of you happy and wise shopping.
sprees during these lovely spring days!\
Sincerely
Gabrielle
P. S. Hint lucky are you? Pick the WIN PLACE and
SHOW horses for the /978 Kentucky Dorly:. bring or
mail to the Blackford House. with entry (if mailed) post-
marked on or_ before May 5, and win a -set (81 of mint
julep glasses. The winner u•ill be notified on Monday.
May 8. .
G.
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Baby Boy. Price (mother
Caroline), Route 2, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Vivian Fairris, Box 32,
Hazel, Mrs. ladle Bailey, 1713
Keenland, Murray, Danny
Burkeen, Route 3, Murray,
Mrs. Caron Belcher and Baby
-i-G4r4 1603 Ryan, Murray, Mrs.,
Danna Crouch and Baby Girl,
Route 1, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Hendrickson, 202 E. 8th,
Benton, Mrs. Clara L.
Stewart, Route 6, Murray,
Eurie Pogue, Route 6,
Murray, Lydia Gray, Shady
Oaks, Murray, Mrs. Lilliam S.
-Gann, Route-1, Mayfield, Mrs.
Nancy Bogard and Baby Girl,
Route 7, Murray, Mrs. Charles
Duncan, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Sharon Anderson, 1314 Doran
Rd., Murray, Sylvester Onyik-
we, 1323 Olive, Murray, Ralph
Barnhart, Route 2, Herndon,
Tn., Mrs. Rose Ellen Redmon,
Route 2, Hazel, Mrs. Margaret
Lowe, Route 1, Hazel, William
D. Lamb, Route 1, Almo, Mrs.
Mary Dowdy, 310 S. Eith,
Myyray,,Reva _Burkeen, 711
Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Byassee, Route 2, South
Fulton, Tn., Ernest Hopper,
Route 4, Murray, Maynard
Ragsdale, 503 North 6th,
Murray, Mrs. Pearl West, 1632
Miller, Murray, Jason Town,
803 North 18th, Murray,





Lovins, 401 2nd, Murray,
Robert Schroeder, Route 8,
Murray, Mrs. Velma Parker,
Route 3, Benton.
The United Methodist
.Women of Mason's Chapel
Church met at the church on
Tuesday, April 11, at 7:30 p.m






Bowden, Wesley Bowden, and
Tony Bowden, directed by
Mrs. James Jeffrey,
presented a special program.
Refreshments were served
by the ladies of the church to
the members and visitors -
I Ras)
Set. Our 2 Pie ( e 
BLOUSES
When You Buy A Skirt or Slack
k
. . $18.00 to S28.00 Value OM% 
$500
1 
RACK..SUMMER DRESSES In (elton and Polyester
We have tots ot SUMMtlt !UPS small to queen
sizes. Also Denim leans by Koret
The Clothes Closet
Soiehside Shopping Center
Ilse Deer To Southold' Restaurant
March meeting were Pat and
Ginny Willett and Lyman and
Betty Dixon.
Also present for the dinner
meeting were Gayle Adams,
Joan Bowkei, J. B. and Jo
Burkeen, Nix and Margery
.Crawford, Ruth Eversmeyer,
Jimmy, Sharon, and Ginger
Graham, Jimmy and Marilyn
Herndon, Rudolph and Opal
Howard, C. W., Dortha, and
Yvonne Jones, Hunter and
Winnie • Love,- AshrerThur-
man, and Ned and Beth
Wilson.
campground organizational meeting of American Guild of Organiststhe
to be held Monday, April 17, at
Restaurant with Fred and 7:30p.m. in the fellowship hallMartha Butterworth and Dock of the First Christian Churchand -Larue . Wallace. as (Disciples of Christ), 415
waginunasters. John Bowker, Audubon Dr., Paducah.
president, presided, and Linda Mrs. Delbert Hoon, state
Rogers, secretary, read the chairman, of Louisville, will
minutes. conduct the meeting and will
Neew members of the club ,_ -also present a short program
ar
Tom and Helen Hogan- of music on the church's three
camp, Grover and Doris-.-.._ ,--- manual Baldwin console.Burkett, and A. 'A. (Kea) The only requirements to
Doherty. Amended by-laws attend this meeting are a
were presented by Harold desire to establish or maintain
Eversmeyer. Guests--at.---t-_--5 good program of classical
music in your church and to
have seriously studied the
organ at some time. No degree
in music is required.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Bob Miles has returned
to her home in Canterbury
Estates after having been a
patient at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
ANN FISHER DAY - The women of the first United Methodist Church honored Mrs.
James A. (Ann) fisher, Sr., with a salad luncheon on April 4 at the social hall of the chur-
ch. About 75 women were present. The women presented Mrs, Asher, center at punch
bowl, with a-silver trey, punch bowl, cum -and ladle as a-going away gift-She dlitl her
husband, Dr. fisher, will be leaving Murray in June following his retirement as minister
of the church here. Pictured, left to right, are Inez Jones, Thelma Bailey, Mary Ann Pier-
cey (Mrs. fisher's daughter), Jackson, Tn., Betty Lowry, Ann fisher, Pattie Mae Moody,
Modest Jeffrey, and Clarke Sparkman. Prior to the luncheon the general meeting of
the United Methodist Church ...Women was held with Linda Stockton of the Hannah
Grde presenting the program on "Christian Church," concluding with a film strip. The
program was in memory -of Doris Gorreil, former Member of the Hannah Circle. Irma
La Follettee assisted with the program, and Euva Alexander of the Alice Waters Circle
gave the devotion. Mrs. Jeffrey also presented Mrs. fisher with a corsage, desighed by
. . . gkjes_has_xOur
favorite,styles in prom dresses.
Beautiful ond e.cihng long dress fashions for the junior as frothy os the
whipped cream on your favorite sundae. ps current os the flavor of the month
Each laviShed with ribbons, lace or a beautiful shawl Sweet and smashing things
- to weor to the prom It's all at Bright's' Sizes 5. te4 5. 42.00 to 54.00
=Rad
p_141 el t the-ireerit 
fashion heist of the season-with
---"" a hi to the sky sexy sandal set
atop today's Hex ible white poly bottom
Dance the night away and steal your share
of tomorrow's headlines! Red, block, navy at 26.00
1\pight cruise for two
aboard the .5.S.
Includes round-trip air transportation to Mi
-11111POr41lkittrtuurr, -mtehtnerrre.roweryryny,
in onp4eigister for exclustye Clintibbooln Crwiie
Istrivieeitite. I/ 'curte c;ur lucky. winner, ypu and..
o friend will 'Iv rOurui ?tip hotel Poitticoh to Miami
whnne you voll bond the S..A.wseeoW S, the
_soiling from itorY, For the /leo four
days ond mareoiho romanuc..nions•yow w reioi
rind unwind ,n the, beautiful_ Caribbean *, v
the 'eliciting arts of Nosiou ood Freerart $
r•roense money wilt &tone provided to rix winnet
tie 111 weirs sold win hosiruneler
',piste, the name tirrttiog•eatenrs 'Winner will ba
notified Tfii:x ;s nor eeriindo6le- • or• w• • -transferable Hurry in today'
PAGE 4 TUE MURRAY, Ky., LIDGIR & TIMES, Tliersday, April 13, 1971
SERVES AS PAGE — Carrie Ann PasChall, ten year old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
L Paschall of Hazel Route One, served as a page for State- Senator Richard Weisen-
bergee left, on March second and third4uring the session of the Kentucky Legislature
  at Frankfort. Carrie Ann  is a fitly grade udent at Southwest Calloway Elementaq_
School. Her parents were seated in die- gallery of the hoOse -during the time their
daughter served as a page.
TRUCKLOAD SALE
Let's Stay Well By FJ L Blawigarne, M.D
Dental Resin Useful
In Restoring Teeth
Q: Mr. C. S. writes that
his I5-year-old daughter
recently fell from her bi-
cycle and broke off part of
one of her upper front
teeth. The break is at an
angle and is obvious. The
family has been distressed
by her appearance.
The injury was painful at
first, but is not trouble-
some 1:nw except that she
Is irritating the inner part
of her upper lip.
He has heard that a new
method itlreailable, which
Mg- -Pat f" I
done readily to correct
such injured teeth. He
asks for comment.
A: You should have your
daughter see a dentist
promptly and get
advice. He may be able to
make a restoration of your
daughter's tooth or refer
her to a dentist who regu-
larly does such work.
In former years, such an
injury almost always re-
quired. that the' tooth be'
ground, then fitted with a
restoration. This proce-
dure often was expensive
and necessitated the de--
struction of some of the -
tooth to make an appropri-
ate, stable fitting.
Fortunately, a relatively
new dental resin is avail—
able. This material can
EVERY APPLIANCE IN THE STORE, IS NOW ON SALE!
+ FREE MERCHANDISE CERTIFICATE WITH i 1 PPI !ANCE PURCHASE APRIL 1 19. 1978
CUT $150 ± FRF.F. (Arc Volt ± FREE $4 CUT $100 + FREE $10
(4.5111R %It I I‘1111.1411%ti I '1FF fr lItIMO( %It I twit') irtli ( I in II II NU [Milt oolitir.
nom eidi7;-7 ace— 'Cat, woo 177.16 Sor's 78 Gen eat
Royce 40 Channel 3-pc, Aifil/FM Stereo 19 in diam. color
Base CB Transceiver - System with 8-track Recording Portable T.V.
113988*
4119.116 Spring 78 Goo Cat
Ci $50 - FREE $5 
CUT S20—S38 CUT $81 ± FREE $15
CUT $100 + FREE $10 CUT $30 ± FREE $5
III I 44 I • I ii it \II 1,1 I I
38800  _
.as 460 96 Spring •119 Goa. C.41.7
— —
Microwave with built-in brawn,
temp. probe, gourmet control
CUT $30 + FREE $10












was 2/9 96 9pring75 ç cia
10 CU. rr. COMPACT
Chest Preezer






with lightweight aluminum deck
19988*
CUT $20 + FREE $5
I 11 1 11 11 II I riiitt it rkfl tit II ti
18 lb. 4-cycle
Elec. Dryer ,,„„, 219.945 %meg 'TR Gen eel




31,4 HP 20-in, steel deck
rear-bagger rotary mower
• , "
f I II A, i whl. • tpril : rt. t
oily ER 4..41.;14 ,-i114;.. giMo
"QuaLiElFst fir. *per 41nil 1 mei .44 *le iirhesigier nig*» at, an
/11.10.N. 7 P. an NN ord. (alai,,. ...v.,. • 1,.. n.
TYP1cAL EXAMPLES...Many more to choos4 from
PHONE 713-1111- bole J•11 ShopOing Cold r
often be used to add bulk to
the damaged tooth. It is
this procedure that has'
likely come to your atten-
tion. - •
The injured" tooth, is
treated with a weak acid to
etch or roughen the sur-
face so that the resin can
bond or firmly attach to
the tooth. The necessary
amount of the material is
mixed and used to Till the
defect, the resin hardening
in a few minutes. The ma-
teriel is shaped to restore
lbg_eaolaueLae.hcokan-
tooth.
Such resin is also useful
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) er
Not too much planetary help,
but an alert person like yourself
can always manipulate an "off"
day into one that's both in-
teresting and satisfying — often
in an unexpected manna;
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to-May 21(
This is a time for revi to
find missing links, details
hidden to the casual -eye. to
change a course which is ob-
viously leading to a dead end.
Use accumulated knowledge.
GEMINI w'
May 22 to June 21-1 
Your innate self-reliance and
your ability to come back
stronger after meeting and
besting_ challenges will serve
you well nowl-Thinl aria-judge
with tolerance. '
CANCER
(June 22 to July 2.3)
Lunar influences stimulate
your ambitions and incentives.
This is no time for worry or
doubt. You can accomplish a
great deal if making the best
use of your talents
in filling a ,gap betAen
teeth. For example, Some
persons have a wider-than-
normal -space between
their front teeth. This gap
can be filled with such a
resin readily, often in one
visit to the dentist.
Should the resin chip at
some later time, an addi-
tional amotuit.can be used
to restore the defect.
While the resin mixtures
have been. used for only a
few years, they hold up
quite well and can be con-
idered emipermnent ,
The tooth may need an
occasional touch-up or ad-
dition at some.laterrtime.
-energetic and, being quite
materialistic in your aims, are
willing to work long and hard
for the luxuries you desire. You
usually achieve them, too, for
your perseverance and
detel-mirtation are outstanding.
You make friends easily, but
sometimes lose them through
overpossessiveness and
,bossiness. Try to curb these
Sint* -tin also ..6e
liabilities in your business or
profession. Your versatility is
almost boundless, but the fields
in .which you could succeed
most notably include writing,
the theater, painting, business
' management and finance.
Birthdate of: James Branch
Cabell; novelist; .Sir John
Gielgud,-Eng. w einatic- saw
Julie Christie and Rod Steiger, •
film stars.
LEO.July 24 to Aug. 23 
Pont make snap decisions
don't expect the -worst" —
a tendency now. No matter how
difficult sour tasks, you-can do-
a better job thanymumay think.
VIRGO .,
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Important 'now. common
sense, logical analysis and calm
appraisal of all situations. Job
and financial matters highly
favored, but, take no risks.
LIBRA 1.4
I Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Think carefully about
shouldering news. respon-
sibilities. Eep:. if you are
willing, be surs:yar.ran-share
certain presen't duties. with
others.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. nr
A time to use your innate
aggressiveness to the hilt.
Someone .with "pull" could be
very useful if you take the.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec?. 21) lleirt4$
• There may be a catch to o
certain financial proposition
You'd do well to take the advice
of an expert along such lines.
CAPRICORN
' (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) WSJ.
Your lucky day' Like a "bolt
(Jan. 21 to Feb 19)
A chance to push your in-
terests. Others can be won to
your way of thinking easily and
willingly now,
)(C.PISCES(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
A meeting with an influential
person can now be arranged,
but it will be up to YOU to
propose the time, date and
YOU BORN TODAY are a
t
natural leader, with a penchant,
for introducing the unusual
add movelty and increase publi
inter* in a product or an an-
&war. You are extremely
ENGLISH MUFFINS
Give .a new twist to break-
fast to chase away some of the
laziness that comes with
spring fever. Placed toasted,
buttered English muffins on a
baking sbeet,. top with pan
trolled Canadian bacon Slices,
then a slice of pineapple '-
topped with a slice of, Swiss
liege, Breit -until 'cheese
• melts and serl.q. piicrifor
--ff---rfe~0;ArtrrrEit
Should yoermin into specials
on butter, remember that you
can freeze it in its original
container and still preserve
that delicate, fresh ['NW:tr. If
you phi* to keep it for several
months, over-wrap to prevent
moisture loss.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Martha Nichols of














We'll be ,glad .to show you
co-op funds, help you ef-
fectively incorporate those
dollars into your regular ad-
vertising program & train
your bookkeeper in an ef-
fecient to-op collection &
recordkeeping system.
_
Call the Display Advertising Dept. for the
-compl fete co-op story & an explanation o
erative advertising services we
-provide at no charge to you.
w_ath• . • ..
iviurray Ledger & Times -
-153-1919
CENTRAL SHOP-P-ING-CEN-T-ER-MUR
Super selection. of sundresses
from fashion ''capitals —Miami,
Los Angeles, and, New York.
Behr's presents an array of pop-




















































































































Kentucky public school of-
ficials will be permitted to
display a copy of the Ten Com-
mandments .fOr students in
each classroom to study and
A bill allowing this action was
passed by.the General Assem-.




and state in the classroom has
been a controversial and
emotional one. The governor
certainly served notice of the
Political problems of the debate
by refusing to take a stance on
the bill, one way or the other.
The debate started in earnest
back when the U. S. Supreme
Court ruled that prayer in
public schools was not con-
stitutional. The court probably
-.ruled correctly, but critics as
far apart theologically as rab-
bis and fujidatrien_Mlist
evangelists have been decrying-
it ever since.
It is our feeling that church
and state should be strictly
-separated. Despite the fact that
the majority of persons might
 support prayers-being a parte-
the daily public school routine,
there are some who for reasons
of their own do not. The essence
that the
majority should rule — and the
minority should be protected.
We do believe, however, that
the Ten Commandments
probably offer solid principles
on which to lead a productive
life. As such, they really go
beyond being .5 matter of
religious debate. They offer
good advice and there is
nothing wrong with that.
In an age befuddled by social
problems of one kind or
another, we believe it is a good
idea to introduce some good,













Those concerned about secondary -
education are aware of the recent
charges that, while the amount of
learning in our high schools ( as
measured by ACT and SAT scores) is
decreasing, the use of alcohol and other
drugs is increasing.
To sample local student opinion on
those *ad other topics of local and
national interest, I surveyed 158 seniors
frorrr Murray and 'Calk:heap -qunty
High Schools between December, 1977
and March, 1978.
These students represent a cross-
section of approximately 50 percent of
the total senior classes at the two
schools. They were chosen at random
and the administration and faculty at
both schools were cooperative, helpful
in administering the surveys, and in-
terested in the results.
The -surveys were given to the
students with Instructions that in-
dividual names 'would remain
anonymous; questiOnnies were not
signed by the studep .- Only four
surveys had to be rejected as ?result of
irresponsible answering. I believe the
high degree of honest replies was a
result of the confidentiality of the
survey.
‘1Yhirrik High-serii-ors pla-ted Ore'
emphasis on the importance of high
grade averages and on gradaating from
7'• -
urvye4
college in order to find a job and enjoy
future success. •
Seniors at both schools over-
whelmingly indicated a desire for an
"open" campus and for an end to dress
codes. . . Seniors at Calloway County
High placed more importance on
mandatory graduation ceremonies and
on owning a -class ring than did their
Murray High counterparts.
Both nigh schools indicated — by-et
least a two-thirds majority -that e ual
emphasis slSodd be- iitseea _On g
sports, and over 75 percent at each high
school are in favor of formal sex
edacation. Over eighty percent of each
high school read a daily newspaper.
Students at the two schools believe,
by a two-ta-one margin, that there is
‘'svidespread" drinking of beer by local
students.' The are less sure of the
amount of hard liquor and other drugs
that their fellow students consume.
Most students also are not sure that--
there teachers are paid enough. At least
one-third- feel that their teachers are
underpaid:
This ta.bulation of the senior opinion
survey gives only total results not.
percentages, with no distinction made
.between Murray High and Calloway
County High response's. Anyone
wishing to have a further breakdown •
should call or write the Local Issues
Editors, Department of History,
Murray State University.
. • TOTAL RESULTS ,
. HIGH SCHOOL SENIOR OPINION SURVEY •
NO
YES NO OPINION
1. Do you think a high grade average is ilxlicativeof---:- '
future success? 62 84
• 2. Do you prefer letter grades over the poss-fail.
system? , 104 28
3. Do you think graduating from college is im-
portant in finding a job? 67 65
4. Does a career in the U. S. Armed Forces appeal
to you? 28 112
5. Do you think .your school should have a closed
campus? 11 133
6. Should there be enforced dress codes at your
school? 48 88
7. Do you participate in your school lunch
program? 95 59
8. Should participation in high school graduation
ceremonies be mandatory? 70 63
9. Do you think owning a class riruailmportant? 68 69
10. Do you think there is too much emphasis on
sports at your high school? 33 105
11. Isthere equal emphasis on girls' sports at your
school? 53 90
12. Should there be equal emphasis on girls' sports
at your school? 122 -44
13. Should pirttetalation in P. E. classes at your
• school be mandatory? 55 82
14. Do you think sex education is important in high
school? 110 21
.15. Is there widespread drinking of beer among
stude.nts at your school? 108 12
16. Is there widespread drinking of hard liquor
among students at your school? • 69 37
•17. Is there widespread smoking of marijuana
among students at your school.? 72 26
18. Is there any taking of nora-eighorlsed preeerip-
-- lion medicines among students at your school? 48 35
• 19. la there any use of hard drugs among students
-• -lit rate whoa? • • -• 41 33
20. Are hig6 school teachers adequately paid in
Calloway County? 35 59
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Kentucky Future Farmers of
America president Steve Washington,
the guest speaker at the recent
Calloway County FFA parent and
member banquet, effectively used the
following poem in his address to the
chapter.
We do not know the author of the
poem but if any of you do, please let us
know.
The poem goes.:'
_. But as I turned to go he said, •"ThluiltToday, upon a bus, I BM a lbvely girt
 with 
golden she seh hain• emed., - • you sir, you've been so kind.
envied   It's nice to talk to folks Dice you. You
- wished I were as fair. see," he said; "I'm blind."
When suddenly she rose to leave, I saw
By %L C. Garrott.
An Afternoon Before The TV
Turns Out A Reg Nightmare
Frances Galloway's step-father was The day, the most terrifying of the far enought for it to latch. The gunman
one of the few people in the country who Flanagans' lives, went something like didn't notice this.
didn't see the televised semi-finals of this. When Guess left the, pickup -and
the NCAA basketball championships -4- ± + wasn't looking, Flanagan, who is 64,
March 18 from St. Louis. He was too After lunch that Saturday, Mrs. pushed his door open, rolled out into the
occupied looking into the barrel of his Flanagan had driven her husband's ditch and, jumped to his feet, fled. In
own automatic shotgun, held by a pickup truck to visit a son who lives fact, he ran out of his house shoes.
desperate fugitive from the police. nearby. When she returned about 1 Those who witnessed this said they had
Frances is Mrs. Rex Galloway. Her p.m., she noticed a disturbance acrosi never seen a man-hisage move scafaat.
husband is the chairman of the the street. A car Was off the road-...±.+f, 
Department of Management of Murray She didn't know that the police had From that point; the gunman Wm-
State, and they live at 308. Oak Dale forced the car off the road because it mandeered another car, this one oc-
Drive here in Murray. Her mother, had been ocdupied by a fugitive who,, cupied by an expectant mother and a
Mrs. Edna Flanagan, and her seta was holding &woman hostage with a ' four-year-old girl. The police even-
father, Les, live in Williston, Tennas- gunto her head. The fugitive, Who had wally ithia out the gas tank on this car
small hamlet about the size of Lynn hang criminal record, had allecigedly and it, too, was stopped. The fugitive
Grove. It is located in Fayette County, pulled an armed robbery in Little Rock, then demanded, and was given, a police
which borders Memphis and Shelby Ark., the night before. He had taken the car and escorted into Memahis where
County on the east. woman hostage from a.parkinglet aiaite a dramatic,, hours-long stand-off:_ _
her Little Rock home -early that Mar- before an estimated 1,000 people took
rang, police said. place in a shopping center parking lot.
He had made it through Memphis and Throughout the afternoon and into the
Into Fayette County, where he evening, the fugitive still holding the
 _ repateclly had held up a grocery store. woman and the little girl hostages,
Looking Back
•
10 Years Ago As he came through thelittle town of negotiated for. his escape before heSomerville, the police closed in and ultimately was shot to death by
Memphis police while trying to board aJuanita Lynn and Ann Hays,' Red eventually forced him off the road in
Cross volunteers, are Pietured as they front of the Flanagans' home. helicopter, but not before he had shot
dispensed coffee, soft drinks, and + + + the expectant mother in the legs and
sandwiches following the recent tor- As Mrs. Flanagan was getting out of wounded two policemen. The little girl
ned9 which demrayed gevend honaw, the pickup, the fugitive whose name wasn't hurt.
killed two persons, and injured several turned oat to be Howard Guess, started. The Memphis police still have Mr. ___The decision affected
dES tjiar;o:
utcorne of _
-• othes,  7.he -k,cid -chaprerwas ibte ti,---sers•rthe yard- tcvserd -her, stip Irtithagan's auforia-ati*C- shotgun and --̀-rice- ganie.
utilize a van which had been aonatedar-the-pistol- sit -the -hostage's heat--Mra --have-promised to restore his truck. effect of the decision was that we
them by the Tappan Companiiinly the Flanagan' raft- for her door despite' Frances. said her step-father said he.. --
wasn't scared during the ordeal, but heweek before. .Guess' warning not to do so. The Wow. , rule was effected irn-
Army First U. Edwin M. Griffin of Hastily locking both the storm anci_, sure hated to have missed those NCAA thediately.
,
basketball games on television.Murray is serving with thenfantry inner door, she ran into the den where
her husband was.-M'ffffortably watching
Ole NCAA games On television from an
easy .cheir. She told him a man with a
gun to a woman's head was coming •
toward the door. •
Jumping up, Flanagan loaded ,his
automatic shotgun and positioned
himself at the door-Moments later,
Guess was yelling, kicking the door and
breakieg its glass. Flanagan shouted
that if Guess opened the door, he would
"blow his head off," but Guess kept
kicking until the door opened.
Seeing the gurunan.with the woman in
front of him and the gun at her head,
20 Yeam A go 
- Flanagan agreed to Guess' demands to
put down his shotgun. Meanwhile, Mrs.
Flanagan had slipped out another door
and gone for help across the street, but
found the police reluctant to go to her
husband's aid.
+ + + •
Soon afterwards, the fugitive forced
Flanagan and the hostage into the
pickup and. demanded that they head _
toward Memphis, Mr. Flanagan still in'
his house shoes. As the pickup left the
Flanagan driveway, 'Guess shot out a FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Louie
ure on the police car-so they couldn't be -Nunn remains the centerpiece of.
followed. Republican hopes for the governorship
party's state conventionAs they dorve Meng, in 1979. as the
d, $28 At Rossythe, . The applause for the former governor
dernonstrated.demanded money of Flanagan and he .
gave him all he had,
some 15 miles down the road, the police, fi'om more than 800 delegates Saturday
0 God, forgive me when I whine.
I have two eyes, the world is mine.
l•
•
An-d-a-s I walked on down the street I
saw a child with eyes of blue.
He stood and watched the others play;
it seemed he knew not what to do.
I stopped a moment, then I said, "Why
don't you join_the others, dear. . " •
But he looked straight ahead without a
. word, 'and then I knew he. couldn't
hear.
0 God, forgive me when I whine.
I have two Cara, the world is mine.
With legs to take me where I'd go,
With Eyes to see the Sunset's glow,
With ears to hear what I would know;
0 God, Forgive me when I whine.
I'm blest indeed, the world is mine!
Bill Conrad, a staffer at the (Grand
Junction- (Colo. ) ;eating), recently'-
authored the follovRid---piece on the
difference between affect and effect,
NB description went as follows:
We all are affected by the effects of'
what we effect, and this affects
everyone.
In the sentence above, AFFECTED is
a predicate adjective, and Asmarsia -
a verb, which is its normal usage.
EFFECT is a noun except when used
as a verb only. to mean putting
something into effect such as used
above or in effectinga change.
Vietnam.
Melinda Yeager of Murray Route
Five has returned home after spending
seventeen months in the Women's Job
Corps. She graduated April 6 after
being in Maine and Massachusetts.
Elected as officers of the Theta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club are Mrs. Harold Beaman, Mrs.
Cliff Campbell, Mrs. Robert Carpenter,
and Mrs. Hasse Kuykendall.
` The Rev. C. E. Ward, Jr., is serving
as pastor of the St. John's Baptist
Church.
The Calloway County Court House is
in the process of getting a long needed
face lifting this week. Painters began
putting a fresh coat of paint in all the
corridors and county offices.
Elected as new officers of the Murray
Tobacco Board Of Trade were Beale
fkaland, president, A. F. Doran, vice-
president, and Mitchell Story.
secretary-treasure.
Deaths reported include Will
Cooper, age 74. .• _ -
The Music Department of the Murray
Wbmans's Club has been invited to slog
at the spring convention of the Ken-
tucky Federation of Women's Clubs to
be held at Lexington, according to Mrs.
J. I Hosick, Murray president.
Chuck Simons of Chuck's Music
Center was guest speaker before the
Kentucky Music Educators Association
held at Louisville.
_30. Years Ago
. -The Murray Broadcasting Comps:1Y
expects to go on the air with Radio
Station WNBS early in June, according
to George E. Oberbey of the company
Thirteen arceg. of land an the Balton
Road have been purchased form RudY
Barnett for the offices and tower.
Deaths reported include William
Owen Folwell, age 36, and Mrs. Katie
Pearl Bilbrey Bailey, age 34
Rudell Coursey of AlmO, student at
the Southern College of Optames.Y• -
Memphis, -Tn., has - been extended a
membership in Sigma Alpha
honorary fraternity.
Pearl Evans and Aamael Hanna
were married April 12 by Bro. L: H.
Pogue at his home.
Dr E. J. Carter, head of the
Department of Education,. Murray
State Collemarlll attend a meeting of, 
the Kentucky Committee on Resource-




"And Paul; as his manner Was, went
in unto them, and three sabbath days
reasoned with them out Of the script-
ures." Acts. 17;2
-Pau( s usual practice WAS to ‘,1sit
the synagogue every Sabbatn Are you
just as reguiar in your worship? •
We experienced no ill effects from
the smoke. *
- The cattle were affected by the storm
(Here, affected. is still a verb, but
marginally a 'pireatFige- adjective,
modifying cattle.)
. Whatever the-effect, someone is sure
to, gain.
If anything affects me, it affects you.,
It then would have and effect upon us.
all.
An AP News Analysis
• .
her hobble down the aisle.
She had one leg, and wore a crutch, and
as she passed...a smile.
0 God, forgive me when I whine.
I have two legs, the world is thine.
And then I stopped to buy some sweets -
a lad who sold them had such charm.
We talked awhile, and if I was late it
would no harm.
If you use effect instead of affect as
the latter part of the example above,
you are saying essentially that "this
puts everone into effect."
How effective can you get?
Nunn Remains
As GOP Hope-
however, disabled Flanagan truck by
shooting out a tire, and Guess directed
him to pull to the side of the road and
stop.
When Flanagan started to get out,
Guess pointed the gun at him and told
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
was greater than that for nine other
potential candidates, and so was the
atteation of the rank and file for him in
informal contacts during the state GOP
meeting here.
As he greeted cheerful GOP
him to stay put for he was going to stop adherents-, he also had to answer-or
' another car and take both the woman dodge-the inevitable questions about
and Flanagan with him. At this, ....his plans at a time when the party is
-Flanagan palled beck the door, but not —optimistic about a revival which in-
cludes regaining the statehouse.
"I haven't taken myself out of the
race yet," he joked to a reporter.
Yet the 53-year-old former Barren
County judge - who went straight to a
governorship in 1967 with only that
background - must be cognizant of his -
dilemma.
, Should he :turn the gubernatorial
effort °v& tb a promising younger
Republican and hecome•athe elder
guiding. statesman 'or should he Make
another try himseifttiuxier laid' ad-
verse circumstances ! 
•
- --.- .opponent lacked charisma and the
-: The recant record and patterns are c'PPN'iti6ninlialle0(43-&-adEXZIMAY- --
not too promising.' But things also were happening•
Nunn failed in his gubernatorial quest elsewhere_ Presiaent Johnson was
in 1963 by a narrow maigin, then become increasingly unpopular and
dissatisfaction with the Vietnam Warsucceeded the next time.
He failed_to gel a successor elecikt, was burgeoning'
In a sense, Nunn was running as- though practically every Democratic
much against the national Dernocratsackranistration in this century has had
die same difficulty as aaathst his foe, Henry Wart
I I
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But in 1972, with President Nixon
carrying the state by a landslide, Nunn -
lost the U.S. senatorial contest to
Democrat Walter "Dee" Huddleston,
even while amassing a record number
of-votes for a Republican.
In essence, he met the same fate as
former Democratic Gov. Bert Combs,
who was defeated by Wendell Ford in
the party's 1971 primary.
Apparently, former governors who no
longer are young - and who can be
blamed for all of Kentucky's sales taxes
- rurafor office with a distinct handi-
cap.
In addition, Nunn wotdd face the"
inexorable 2-to4 registration margin of
the opposition.
True, the Democrats undoubtedly
will be split factionally next year, but
as Combs used to joke: "It's like \
worrying about the racket cats are
making outside at night and then fin-
ding months later there are just more
Cat"
Yet. a backward look at Nunn's 1967
triumph „indicates his .final decision
may be based on wider considerations•
than state politics.
A decade ago, Nunn's Democratic
.0. •
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Hockey Playoffs
To Resume Tonight
By The Associated Press
Only three tit the current
New York Rangers —
defenseman Ron Greschner,
left wing Steve Vickers and
(RHAI LEDGER fe TIMES)
PORTS
Were_ with the team eaten theY BlisteringItnicks-It    Hot,
4....anter s Walter Tkaczuk 
last made the National ,
Hockey League playoffs.
That was April 1975.
Only one of the—current
Detroit Red Wings, left wing By ALEX SACHARE was a natural thing, but we
Nyk Libett, was with the team Ap Sports Writer shouldn't have played against
Aea they last reached post- The home-court advantage the clock so soon."
season competition. doesn't mean a thing if the Told that it had not been a
That was April 1970. --• • visiting team is hitting 61 Pretty game, Math said,
Of course, none of the percent of its shots don't think you'll see any
Colorado Rockies waelieund That's the formula the New Atlanta game that's pretty. If
the last tirrie that team earned York .Knieki used Wednesday they played in a dark alley,
a right to chase the Stanley night to beat the Cleveland they'd be arrested. It was
-.1o, because this is the first Cavaliers 132414 at Richfield, hardnosed basktball, no
:Azle the fourth-yeat franchise Ohio, in the opener of their place for the timid or weak at
has qualified: . first-round National—Warr' •
- those three teami Basketball-Association piseeet-7- Bob Dandridge led
will give their home fans the series- Washington with 20 points
first taste of playoff action in "That was a great ball despite - sitting out the final
quite some time. But only the -game, one of the best this period because of a
Red Wings will have a chance team has played all season recurrence of a pinched nerve
-‘• a ° 5t-rie5 before keg," said-Cinch-War Reect—itt -1,1s melt,
*
friendly faces.
The Los Angeles Kings play
their home game against
Toronto taillight, needing a
victory over the Maple Leafs
to stay alleiRsi'lhe other first-
round sertet-- '
The Ringers Ice 4-1 to the
Sabres in the opener of their
best-of-three preliminary-
round playoff at Buffalo
Tuesday night and need a
victory at Madison Square
Garden to stay alive. The
Rockies dropped a 3-2- over-
time decision to the
Philadelphia Flyers and must
win at McNichols Arena to
force a third game Saturday.
But the Red Wings, NHL
,loorynats last season and-the
leegfue's. Cinderella team this
yeir, can 'clinch -their opening-
Tomut--series with a- oke11&00 lead into the firusl petTed
over:the Atlanta F then drew -away.. New
their Detroit, home.- bid - Yak% 132 points were the
Red Wings playoff game at the most scored against Cleveland
Olympia was when Chicago -allyear.
completed -1t quiffer_rine li'orward-Campylluleellled
sweep of Detroit in 1970. Cleveland with 21 points and
reserve guard Terry Furlow
scored 20.
Bullets ll*Irei$
Win Opener Over 'Can
• A victory tonight would send
Detroit into the quarter-finals
against either the MOntreal Washington bolt ;it ;75-57
Canadiens, Boston Bruins or lead in the thhil *WI and
New York Islanders hung on to beat 'Atlanta,
Buffalo is the ,only team getting 14 points from reserve
concerning the "Rangers, guards Larry Wright and
whose last home playoff game Charles Johnson in the fourth
was a series-ending 4-3 quarter to turn back a Hawks
overtime loss to the Islanders rally.
on April 1 ..7hey were coming at us
The Rocidee two victories pretty good," said Washington
in 21 games against the Flyers Coach Dielf- Mona, • who 'saw
have come at McNichols the lead dwindle to six points
Arena, this season. Colorado in the fourth quarter. With 7
has lost all 11 games at the minutes to go we slowed up too
Spectrum in Philadephia. much, got a little cautious. It
after enjoying his team's
e.rplosive offensive display
that featured 41 points by
center Bob McAdoo and 16
apiece by Earl Monroe 111:11:1
Spencer Haywood. •
Two other best-of-three
firstround playoff series got
underway Wednesday, with
the Washington Bullets
beating' the Atlanta Hawks
103-94 and the Seattle
SuperSonics defeating the Los
Angeles Lakers 102-90.
Milwaukee beat Phoenix 111-
103 Tuesday night in another
playoff opener.
-- Gus Williams led the SonicsThe second game in etch
with n points and Websterseries will be played Friday
night, with third _gamog,if_. rEgin '
added 19
necessary, on Surubiy;
McAdoo scored 15 'of topped Los Angeles with 26.his
points in a 36-point third


















Soaks MR, Wit» 90
At Seattle, Lakers center
iCareem Abdul-Jabbar picked
up his fifth personal foul 30
seconds into the fourth
quarter and the Soaks ahead
73-66. • 
He sat out the next five
minutes, during which time
the ,Sonics stretched the lead
to nine points. The Lakers
could come no closer than five
after that as Sonics center
Marvin Webster scored seven






Acquired Rick Sawyer, pit-
cher, and assigned him to
Portland of the Pacific Coast
League. Purchased Mike
Armstrong, pitcher' from the
Cincinnati Reds ancLassigned
him to Chattanoogi of the
Southern League.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS —
Acquired Balor Moore, pit-
cher, from the California
Angels, for an undisclosed
amount of cash. Optioned
Mike Wallace, pitcher, to




CHICAGO BEARS — Signed
Doug Buffone, linebacker, and
Bo Rather, wide receiver, to
1978 contracts.




CANEERS — Acquired Wally
Chambers. defensive tackle,
from the Chicago Bears for
Tampa's No, 1 1979 draft


















Named Jim Lynam head
basketball coach.
UNIVERSITY OF DEN-
VER — Named Ben Jobe head
basketball coach.
Murray State Inks Four
Cagers To Sch9larships
By MIKE BRANUON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Ron Greene's task of
rebuilding the basketball
program at Murray State
University isn't going to be
easy.
But Greene has started off
in the right direction . by
signing four outstanding
basketball players to national
letters of intent.
The announcements were
made this morning. following
the first day- of national
signingr=
In the fold are two high
school players and two junior
college players. The high
school players are 6-6 Herman
BoYd-iffi Mempids Bolton and
6-1 Jerry Rembert of Bir-
mingham Glenn.
The two jucco players are 6-
5 Barry Snow of Paducah
Community College and 6-6
Allen Mann • of Oakland
Community College in Detroit.
Boyd is a highly-sought
swingman who averaged 1.5-8
points per genie this seaaen
and 13.7 rebounds. Besides his
talent on the floor, he's aLeo
tough with the books as he has
a 3.1 grade point average.
Bolton won the Class A state
title this year in Tennessee
and finished with a 33-2
record. When Boyd was a
- junior, Bolton went 31-6 and
finfffleiriebIndlirthe Mite
tourney.
Boyd is an All-District, All-
Region and First-Team, All-
State Player. He plans to
major in science and biology
at Murray State. 
"We feel Herman has
outstanding talent and he's not'
reached all of- hit potentaii.--
pounder, is from Reidland and
played his college ball under
Lawrence Smillunier at PCC.
• Over two years with the
Indians, he averaged 20.8
pdtrits per game and shot 57
per cent from the field. He was
just 30 points away from Billy
Buford, the all-time leading
scorer at PCC who later went
on to star for Memphis State.
Snow averaged 10.2
rebounds per game and had a
swoon-high of 30 points. He
Boyd was signed by Racer , has a 2.11 grade point average 
iiillettat-Milhe is presently undeeided on
Jerry Rembert becomes the his major. He is theson of Mr.
third Birmingham eager to and Mrs. Charles Snow of
play at MSU, following Jimmy Reidland.
Warren and Skeeter Wilson.
lUembert wii
scorer in Birmingham. As a
junior, he averaged 72.4 points
per game and this past season,
he scored 77.8 points per
game.
He was First-Team All-
Metro, All-District, All-
Region, and All-State. In
addition, he was die-MVP in
the Birmingham Ftoundball
Classic.
Rernbert plans to major in
psychology or sociology.
li..` e has as fine as range as
any guard I've ever looked
at," Greene said.
"He really shoots well on the
move and he has great ac-
curacy from great distances.
He should—radir heip tot
against zone defenses. He has
outstanding quickness and he
really gets off the floor On his
Jerry West-style jump shot,"
Greene added.
—Rembert -woe--
Racer misted comb lake
Dill.
 Ieadhig
He's a strong, physical player
who can help us as a fresh-
man," Greene said.
"Obviously, coming off two
such fine seasons, he has a
winning attitude. We think he
can play either as a quick
forward or as a big guard. He
has very good shooting range.
We're quite pleased to have
him and he's orte of the most
outstanding young men we've
had the opportunity to
recruit, ' Greene added. -
Local Sports Schedule
ar
Here is the 'sports schedule for the remainder orthLs week
and for net week:
Today — Murray High 'bluebell at Reidland 12 noon;
Murray High baseball at Marshall County (Calvert City) 4
p.m. ; and MSU tennis at Tennessee Tech.
Friday — Henderson County at Murray High for 1 p.m.
doubleheader; MSU main's track at Dogwood Relays in Knox- '
ville; and MSU golf at Kentxxay latimeconegiato -in -Rich--
mond.
Saturday. —PAW weemen't-tenrdest MU women's -
track at Lady Hilltopper Invitational at Western Kentucky;
Calloway County girls' track team at Henderson County In-
vitational; Western Kentucky at-MBU•men's tennis at 2 p.m. ;
and Western Kentucky. at MSU 'betaken for 1 p.m.
doubleheader. •
Sunday — WU. ,tlasehall at Memphis lea Jr 1 p.m.
doubleheader against the •Oationally-rated Mom.
Monday — Murray High golf at 111.nsa; MU golfers at
western division golf tournament at Western Kentucky;
Calloway County baseball at Trigg County; Calloway County
golf at Mayfield and Murray High baseball at Marshall Coun-
ty.
Tuesday — Calloway County girls' track at Mayfield;
Fulton City at Murray High_golf; Fancy Farm at Calloway
County baseball for 4 p.m. game; Calloway County golf at
Lone Oak; Henry County at Murray High baseball for 4 p.m.
doubleheader and Southeast Missouri at MSU tennis for 3
p.m. dual match.
Wednesday — Calloway County golf at Reidland; Wingo at
Calloway C.ouhty baseball for 4 p.m. game; Memphis State at
MSU women's track for 2:30 p.m. meet and MSU teiseball at
Arkansas State for single game.
Thursday — Tilghman at Murray High baseball for 4 p.m.
game; Reidland and Calloway County at Murray High for
boys' and girls' track meet' Lone Oak at Murray High golf;
Ballard Memorial at Calloway County golf: Memphis State
at MU stortien's tennis; Lowes at Calloway County baseball
for 4 p.m. game; UK at ,MSU men's tennis for 3 p.m. match;
and MSU baseball at Arkansas State for doubleheader.
Friday, April 21 — Murray High at Calloway County
baseball for 4 p.m. game; MSU men's track at Austin Peay
for triangular meet; and MSU men's tennis at home for
quadrangular meet.
Saturday, April 22 — Middle Tennessee at MSU baseball
for 1 p.m. doubleheader; Murray State women's tennis at
Austin Peay ; South Hopkins at Calloway County baseball for
1 p.m. doubleheader; West Kentucky Conference Track Meet
at Stewart Stadium; -MSU womn' es track team at KWIC
Meet and quadrangular men's tennis at MSU with Louisville,





Spas II Bally 9-1
Hoover Eureka
Slow-Pitch Softball Tour-
nament will be held at the old
Kitty League Field at the
Mayfield-Graves County Park
• 22-30.
There e b- room for 32
teams in the bracket and the
entry fee will be $50 per team.
Any team wanting to par-
ticipate should contact.
Gilliam Guthrie at 247-0049 by
next Yiklivaday.
Checks should -be • made
payable to the Mayfiele4-'
Graves County Park
Department
._ "Barry is. an extremely
s the aeclicated player,'' Greene
said.
"I've been very impressed
Softball Tourney
Set For Mayfield
Thi ascend annual Mayfield
in our conversations. He is a
young Man who sets his goals
and then goes and meets
them. Ws always been his
goal to play basketball at
Murray State. He's an ex-
tremely coachable young
player who I think can offer us
a lot," Greene added. Snow
made the All-Region Seven
Team and-was the MVP in the
state jure° tourney. Snow was
signed by Green.
Murray State went dawn In
the wire before beating
Minnesota out on the 6-6, 210-
pound Allen Mann.
He averaged 17 points ptr
game and 11 rebounds as his
team posted a 22-4.. recotd thts
season under Coach Tom
McPhillips.
Mann was All-Conference,
All-Region and MVP in the
Michigan state jucco tourney.
Mann said he decided to
come to Murray State because
of the opportunity to play for a
coaching staff that was a
proven winner and because of
the basketball-rich tradition in
Kentucky. Mann plans to
major in business.
"He's a very strong player
and-an excellent jumper. He's
quite, physical arid has an
awfully lot of talent. We look
for him to step in and help us
immediately," Greene said.
Mann was signed on his
—1fiCitt e r 's birthday -bly
assistant coach Steve Newton.
"We're extremely pleased
with our first day of
recruiting," Greene said.
That's-whet folks are saying these
days Because more and more people
are discovering what Dodge has to
offer. Like Aspen, the biggest sales
success story in Dodge's history
And no wonder' Aspen has been
-styled. sized. anerTriceeight
Aspen gets the right kind of mileage,
too EPA mileage estimates for Aspen
coupe with six-cylinder engine and
manual transmission we 28mpg high-
way and. 20 mpg city. Your 'actual
your cat's condition. its sou.
ment. and your dfiying habits.
- •
Giant Truckload Sale
',Ivory Venom ls the store is Rodocot
Tgo essofflory ye. mesa for loos snowy than right J. ,
sorlopoliors ere participating with truckload specials-art --"r-7 ...
• trim psselse tbe melees ea to yew.
"We think we had a very,
very good day and of course,
we intend to sign ,1lonie more
players. But with the quality
of players we've sigped, we
have a little less pressure on
us now," Greene added.
Greene said he's still
searching for a big man.
Acquire Players
CLEVELAN6. (AP) —
Robert CIQUinnsad Indians, of the  has
announced the acquisition of
right-handed pitchers Rick





Sawyer, 30, had a 74-record
Last year in 56 appearances as
a relief pitcher last season for
the San Diego Padres, and
also played with the New York
„ Yankees and Montreal Expos.
, The 6-foot-2, 205-pound
hurler • was assigned Wed-
nesday to the ;Jess AAA
Portland Beavers of the
Pacific Coast League.
Armstro,ng, 24, was
purchased from the Cincinnati
Reds organization.
The 8-3, 194-pounder had a
16-10 record and a 3.77 earned
run average in 30 games with
the Reds' Three Rivers farm -
club, in the Eastern League.
He was assigned to. the
Indians' Class AA Chat-
tanooga Lookouts in the
Southern League.
One more thing a.1976 Aspen
coupe offers greater resale value than
Chevy Nova. Buick Skylark, or Olds
Omega. This comparison is based on
average resale values of Comparably
. equipped one-year-old vehicles as
listed in the  AMR Guide Book dated
October 1977.
So if you're looking for a comfort:
able, roomy. good-lookingrsmooth-
riding car, look into a newlAspen
coupe, sedan. or wagon today.




N. 12th Si., Olympic Plaza
759-1636
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Blue & Gold Clippings
k •
By Mike Brandon
Tonight will be the halfway mark of spring football prac-
tice for the Murray State Racers. •
The occasion will be marked with a scrimmage under the
lights at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Wednesday was day number nine and the Racers were on
the turf for the first time tha spring, moving offthe practice
field In order to get the feel of the turf for tonight's workout.
There was very little hitting in the Wednesday session.
"Tonight will be a very important night for us," Racer
coach Mike Gottfried said. -
"We will be filming the game and evaulating the players
for possible last switches," Gottfried added.
The Racers will run through about 45 plays. The first team
offense will work against the second team defense and the
second team off ease will go against the first team defense.
-Roger Rushing will quarterback for the first team offense
with Tony Frahklin, Danny Johnson and Lindsey Hudspeth
all playing in the backfield. For the second team offense,
Ricky Ray and Steve Klein will quarterback while in the
--baeltfield-willAts-TeviialtrawarZachlaaarge-Iiinaley_ _Murrint_a_bringing_urr..
and Dusty MeC9anall. - rear.
The Racerkwill be on the field at 7 p.m. and the scrimmage
should start at 9:35 p.m. .
7
Wildcats And Louisville Each
'Sign One, Morehead inks Four
Chu& Verderber, a forward from Lincoln. M., High School
has signed a national letter of irifirit with Kentucky's NCAA •
basketball champions.
The University of Louisville signed Jerry Eaves of
Louisville Ballard and Morehead signed four players, in-
cluding a transfer from Georgia Tech.
-- Wednesday was the first day for signing of  .high school.
-prospects to national letters. —
Kentucky Coach,Joe Hall signed • the'filftiOt4, 215-potmd
Verderber at his home in Illinois, said UK Spokesman Jack
Perry.
Verderber led Lincoln High to a 28-2 record last season,
- --Averaging 25.1 points and 12.8 rebounds per game and hitting
57 percent of his shots from the field, Perry said.
Verderber scored a school record 44 points last season in a
game against Danville, M., and had 17 points and 12
rebounds last weekend for the U.S. All-Stars, who defeated
the Pennsylvania-New York All-Stars 114-79 in the Roundball
Clas.sic at Buffalo.
Eaves, one of the state's top high school stars,averaged 24
points a game last season for Louisville Ballard.
U of L Coach Denny Crum says he will use the 6-foot-6
Eaves at guard, though he pyn the front line this past 
season for the Ballard Bruins.
One of the four signees at Morehead will be ineligible next
seaston but will have three years left with the Eagles.
He is 6-6 Jeff Riley, transferring from Georgia Tech where
he is in his fresiunaji year.
Riley putyaves prep bail at Wheelwright, where he had a
23-point scoring average his first season.
Morehead's new coach, Wayne Martin, also signed 6-3 Glen
Napier of M.C. Napier High School. Napier averaged almost
29 points a game last season. 4
Also signing with Morehead was 6-3 Rocky Adkins of Elliott
County, who a;raztaxede2; pcints a game last season.
fThe ,ourth , settee was ,6-9 Aaren Hunte4Ztorenr
8ehoolarart Camtisuriny at savant., Mich.
averaged More than 16 rebounds and 14-points a game. .
'Breds Lose Two At Middle While
Western Splits At AustiniPeay
by MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Usually, when Murray State
and Western Kentucky meet
on the baseball diamond, the
games aren't very important
because Murray is usually
leading the western division of
the OVC and Western is
usually bridging up the rear.
And, usually, Murray State
doesn't have any problems
with Western and the 'Breds
methodically win two games.
Saturday afternoon at
Reagan Field, Murray and
Western will play a twinbill..
And astssual, the games won't
be that' important. Because'
this time, Western is leading
the pack in the title chase and
I .
While Murray was losing
two games at Middle Ten-
nessee Wednesday, Western
was splitting a twinbW at
Austin Peay. Murray needed
only to. split against Middle,
which was 1-5 coming into the
games, to be in relatively good
shape and two wins by the
'Breds at Middle and a sweep
of Western Saturday would
have put MSU in front.
But a five-run uprising in from 14th after adding a 1,306
the fourth inning of the first to tda first round 1,233 total.
game provided the *atria for
Middle's 7-2 win then 1n the
nightcap, Murray committed
five errors and the 'Breda
were humbled 9-3.
There is almost no way
Western can lose the title.
Their magic number is one,
meaning any combination of
one Western win or one
Murray loss would do the
trick.
In fact, Murray, Austin
Peay and Middle are all 3-5 in
the league. Murray would
have to win two at home from
_Western Saturday then win
two-at home over Middle to
finish at 7-5 while Western
would, of course, have to lose
I I I.




averaged 214 for the first 12
games and took a 39-pin lead
into today's third round of the
$75,000 Fair Lanes Open
tournament.
Westberg put together
rounds of 1,319 and 1,259 for a
2,578 total. Second place
George Pappas moved up
two here Saturday and two at
home to Austin Peay to finish
7-5 and that's just not likely to
happen
Last season, Western
Kentucky finished dead last in
the western division, ending
with a 2-10 record. The
Hilltoppers have not won a
OVC baseball title since 1953.
In their opener 'at
'Clarksville Wednesday,
Western fell 10-7 but then
bounced back with a,5-0 win in
the nightcap to clinch the tie
for the title.
Murfreesbora, Middle
trailed 1n'-0 gohig into the last of
the fourth. Murray scored in
the top of the inning when Al
Luigs singled to drive in
Darrell Nisw
doubled.
But in the last of the fourth,
the Raiders' Tom Nichteng
singled with tone out and after
a single and a hit batsman
loaded the bases, Mike Tobbitt
singled to drive in two runs.
Kerry Max-Weil walked to
load the bases and MSU
starter Scott Durham was
removed and reliever Mike
Grieshaber came
Grieshaber walked the first
man he faced to force in




off with a triple and scored on
a 'sacrifice fly by TOM Fehn
then in the third, made it a 3-2
game as Darrell Niswonger
doubled and eventually scored
on a sacrifice fly by Luigs.
In the last of the fourth,
Middle made it 4-2 with
another run and chased
Vangilder from the motind.
Then in the fifth, reliever
Doyle Miller rah into
problems as he gave up a
walk, a single then walked the
nest two batters to force in a
run.
Miller gave way to
Buechel who finished up and
worked the last two complete
innings, giving up two runs
in the first Krung' middle nweenet 
had just one moreihit than cild ceireaty-36 
- =lb
- at number ope against Middle s Dale Short. In another close
- match-Jan Soegaard lost 0-6, 6-4 and 6-7 at two to Peter Hef-
R eds-s-f'ourid-Blue-Wh le-Dodgers•-- fermari.Murray's only victory in the match came in the number
, Cardin' als Rip Ptreas
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
"My team colors are orange
and black, not red and white,"
said Vida Blue.
Wednesday night, however.
ins colors were more like
black and blue.
Blue made his National
League debut - finally -
against Cincinnati, of all
teams, and the Reds treated
him rather rudely even though
his-picture, biography and pro
baseball record are
prominently displayed on
page 23 of the team's 1978
media guide.




If your credit cards
turn on you, turn to us.
It's Ki easy to charge more than you
pay off. Your, balances get fatter by the
month. Before you know it, interest
charges get heavy.
Your credit cards have turned on you.
Lending gooney is oar buaii
Our only business. So you can, turn to
us for a neat, dean credit card
dation loan.
You know going in how much you'll
pay every month. And how much you'll
pay altogether. So you cair'budget for it
Then you're controlling your finances,
instead of vice-versa.




bkornay lIoatas to Of
Parma. To Pay Payson*.
APR'
$2,500 73.17 48 $ 8,51 2.16 17.80%
$3,500 $ 90.41 80 $ 5,424.60- 18.80%
$5,500 $124.41 80, $ 7,464.60 1 2.7 4%
$7,500 $16941 60 $10,184.60 12.68%
•Anatal Paironasp Raw
In Bel-Air Center, Murray







deal in which the Reds thought
they had acquired Blue from
the Oakland A's for flint
baseman Dave Revering- and
$1.75 million.
The hard-throwing - -left-
bander, who now toiLs across
the bay from Oakland in San
Francisco, was Jagged for 10
hits and six runi - five earned
- in five innings as the Reds
pounded out 20 hits and
-walloped the Giants 12-3.
Manny Trillo and tied it in the
fifth on Henderson's error, a
sacrifice and Greg Gross'
grounder. In the sixth,
floisclair dropped Murcer's
fly ball and Kingman singled
or the go-ahead nin-Chicago
added an insurance run in the
eighth when Murcer doubled
and Manny Trillo singled.
three singles where Chris Leonard won 6-2, 6-3 over: Peter
• Roberts. At four, Roger Berthiantmie lost four and two to
Stewart Thompson; Jeff Leeper lost 5-7, 4-6 at five to Tony
Fernandez; and at six, Torn Lie fell 2-6, 6-4 and 4-6 to Danny-
Wallace.
In doubles play, Felix-Lie lost three and two at number one
to Short-Roberts: Soegaard-Berthiaurne lost one and one at
-Kw to Heffermarolhompson; and at three, Leonard-Leeper
kali 1-6, 6-1 and 4-6 to Fernandez-Wallar-e.
Murray falls to 14-6 on the seasom but Will get another shet
at Middle as the Blue Raiders are herssin two more weeks.-
Today, the Racers have a league match at Tennessee Tech
before hosting Western Kentucky to an OVC match at 2 p.m.
Saturday.
Graves singled for an RBI and
a 4-1 Blue Raider- lead. The
final run scored on a sacrifice
fly to right by Doug Hicks.
Murray cut it to 5-2 with a
run in the fifth but Middle put
it away with two in the sixth.
Durham was charged with the
loss.
In three of the first four
innings, the 'Heeds had the
bates lolided and out of all
that, managed only a single
run in the fourth.
In the second game, Middle
picked up where they left off in
the opener as they belted Clay
Vangilder for three runs in the
opening inning. A two-run
double by Doug Hicks followed
by a run-scoring double by and two has.
Tom Nic
lead.
Murray scored one In 'the the Treas.
second as'Robin Courtney led . the games with %lawn Aimed 
$
acer etters Lose At atsysa
•
Kentucky will begin at 1 p.m.
Saturday. Then, the 'Breds
will meet their stiffest com-
petition since their trip to
Hawaii as Memphis State is on
the calendar for a twinbill
Sunday.
Memphis State is ranked
ninth in the nation and the
Tigers are rolling along with a
27-2 record.
After the twinbill at
Memphis, the 'Breds will play
a single game at Arkansas -
State Wednesday and a
-twinbill. at Arkansas State














  4 1 2
30 2
US 110 0 24-1
NO x 74-1
Middielgenneneet. 8g.1. ' : .. - Surdillig. 6 ine - -. ab r h 
-
... Lutga-ss . 4 1 1
The Murray State men's tennis team lost an 5-I match at Perdue-2b 4 II 2
Threatt-cf  2 II sMiddle Tennessee Wednesday. - ' - - coteteerse 3 1 i
The Racers were involved in three split set matches and Fehn-ii 3 9 9
Poe-c 2 • 1lost all three. Teel-dh 3-. 9 0 .
. In singles play, Ragnar Felix. lost 4-6, 5-7 in a close match Niswonger-rf 2 .1 1
, Wagoner-lb 2 1 0
TubIla 
-
Murray 911 000 I W










Astro, 11, Dodgers 10
Pinch hitter Jesus Alou's
grounder scored Jimmy
Seldal trorn'third basetn the-
bottom of the ninth inning to
end a 29-hit slugfest.. Artflowe
opened the inning with a
double, pinch runner Sexton
moved to third on Wilbur
Howard's grounder and
scored when Alou'e grounder
was fielded by shortstop Bill
Russell too late for a play at
the plate.
The Astros failed to hold an
8-3 lead built with five runs m
the fourth inning on Howe's
-three-run homer and Bob
Watson's two-run double.
• Enos Cabell also.homered for
. Houston while Rick .Monday
connected for Los Angeles.
Cardinals 5, Pirates 1
Bob F,orsch hurled a four-
hitter, striking out nine, and
Mike Tyson doubled home the _
tiehreaking run in the fourth
inning as the Cardinals beat
Pittsburgh ace John Can-
delaria. A two-out throwing
error by shortstop Frank
. Taveras helped the Cardinals
snap a 1-1 deadlock. Ken Reitz
-.reached second base on the
error and scored on Tyson's
double.
Expea 8, Mlles 7
Gary Carter and Chris
Speier slammed two-run
homers and Larry Parrish
added a two-run single but
Montreal needed ji ninth'
inning run off Gene Garber on
-Pepe Vriria' double and Andre
Da wapg's she* to withstand
a two-ruh Philadelphia rally in
the bottom of the inning. .
Cabs 4, Mets 2
Ray Burris' five-hit pitching
and two-base errors by New
York outfielders Steve Hen-
derson and Bruce Boisclair
helped Chicago to victory.
The Cubs got a me in the
second on singles by Bobb
Murcer, Dave Kingman at
Morgan Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE BONDS REAL ESTATE 104E. um $T, BENTON
Now Has A Local Number
FOR TNE RESIDENTS OF NUM', CALLOW COUNTY ARO AURORA











SPLENDID -- Soft and salky sazony
plush of 100% ANSO' nylon Finely
spun yarns produce CZ look of luxury .
Sale $11.40 sq. yd. reg $13 99 Save $2.,50 •
MAGICAL - c'id....w( patterned cut 'n loop Saxony.
Space dying creates unique multi-toned beauty
Zepel*protected to resist soft
Sale-$7.49 ag. yd. reg. *49 99 Save $2.50
IMPERIAL - • Magnificently rich suxony blends nylon strength
po/youer softness Dense construction — lustrous finish
Sale 11249 sq. yd. reg 415.99 eave13.50
20% off
Congo/elan Flooring
PRESTIGE - Luxurious seamless vinyl flooring Combines
scuff resistant finish with high-gloss beauty 231mnd-se1ting
designs -
HIGHLIGHT - No-Uiait convenience plus Cushioned . •
comfort add up to fabulous flooring 16 pace-sraIng styles
Include solids, bricks. geometncs •
Podding and professonno/ rnstallottan ara.1,00.•
at additional COW Sale rods 4pyr1 24




























Choose from a vanety of elegant colors. .
patterns and textures. designed tobeaufffy every
window in your home
Sour 25% on Levi:dor Blinds and Woven Woiids. tool




A whole lot more.
fr" dee"tiiN terve"- Use /*if"' 
ekirfI!,kiWilmeeiearetWee, eye ',moiled credit limo.'
law •41 Other sPefien is !of fflofts• H si!f041144119 01,! Pfer You. •, •
SOUTINSIDE MANUA • •
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Orioles And Marinerstan't
Gel First Win, Brewers Red Hot
By. The Associated Press
• It has been 13 years since
the Baltimore Orioles had a
poorer start than the 0-5
record that has dropped them.
to the bottom of the American
League's East Division.  
The—Seattle_ Maria-eta
haven't even been around for
13 months.. But they are suf-
fering a similar affliction. a
Seattle Manager Darrell
Johnson might have been
thinking the same thing after
watching a creditable pitching
perforrnance by Rich
Honeycutt ruined by errors in
,,•-a 4-3 lasatp-thaPalchind A's.
"Honeyciitt pitched
outstanding baseball," said
Johnson, though the rookie's
pitch permitted a run to when you give up.".. , 26-Chicago 7:35 p.m.. •
-irt iltree-run j&ngala-37-tssin!LS- -
lengthening list Of Irlisap-__Beverith spank. barnp back ta".." Rick Miner's first home run 28--Chicago 1:15 p.m.
• tie the game 3.3 in the eighth, since 1974, a grand slam,pointments... Jane
• "'This is rralghttnare,"aald but Jeff Newman led Orr the-highlighted a nine-run first 5-Cincinnati— 7.35- p.m.
- Orioles Manager Earl Weaver A's' ninth with a game- inning and carried California 6---anciliaati 7 33
 p.m. 
aftera three-run-outside-the- winning home run. 'It's a to its victory over Minnesota. 7-Atkota 735 P•m•
pack home run by sickly Amos touth way,to lose, but Frank Tanana survived a 
8-Atlanta 12:30 p.m. (Ladies 'lc
Oths -end- an Inside-the-park Tigen, Rimgera 2 borne run and a OW* Wad Seak" DaY)--' 9-Houston 7:35 p.m.
SI°1 bY Darrell Porter carried Fjdryth suitiV-eda-twe•nia, Carew Were 10--HoUstort 7: 65mp..
11-Houston' 1:13 p.m. (Camera
Day)
23-Montreal 7:35 p.m. (Family
Night)
24-Montreal 7:05 p.m.
5-Montreal 1:15 p.m. (Helmet
Day)
wild
1.1173 Cardisal lame Dates
Ara •
13-Pittsburgh 12:30 p.m.
(Ladies & Senior Citizens' Day)





18-New York 7:33 p.m.
19-New York 12:30 p.m. (Ladies
and Senior Citizens' Day)
gi-Las Angeles.7:33 p.m. (Teen
Night)
299-Las Angeles 7:110 p.m.
30-Les Angeles 1:15 p.m.
May
1-San Francisco 7:35 p.m.
other hits in helping Detroit 2-San Francisco 12:30 p.m.
come back to Win. "I was. 3-San Francisco 7•35 p.m:
overthrowing the ball earlY,":._4-San Francisco , 12:30 p.m.
said The Bird. "Star decidedI (Ladies & Senior Citiiim4' Day)
was still going to throw my. 8-San Diego 7:35 p.m.,
best pitches at the Rangers. I- 4-San Diego 7=0. Creep
struck -Oliver -out in the:
7-San Diego Batinning with the same pitch he 115 On. ( Day)23-Montreal 7:33 p.m.
hit a home run off me In the hiontreal 7.33 ,
first. You lase in this game 25_montreal 12:30 pm.
Q Kansas City Royals to a 5-2 first_mmeg homer by the from the bullpen.'
• victory Wednesday night. -I'd Ringers' Al Oliver an Brewers 5, Yankees 3 „,...:
likeo wake up.". permitted Texas just five A two-run, tie-breaking
-;. double by Don Money backed
the club record 14-strikeoutlittle League Tryouts
iTe Belied Next Week
Reglitretion and tryouts for the Little League baseball
season will be held next week at the league field at the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
-The first day to register will be next Wednesday.
Sign-ups will begin at 5 p.m. and all 11-year-old prospects
are asked to be in attendance on Wednesday. Fee payment
performance by Haas and
carried Milwaukee to its fifth
consecutive victory.• the July
Brewers continued their 3--ancago 7:35 p.m.
power barrage. Lan? Hide :U--Chicago 1:15 p.m.
cracked the team's 11th of the-- I--Chicago 7":35
season - his third---.--tblie-triPittahargh 7:35
score 3-3. Sal Banda had 7-Pittabor1h 7:35 P-M-.
homered . earlier - : for 11-P1th/burgh 7:G5 Pin'9-Pitts.burgh 1:15 m.
Red Sox 6, India** 3 1414-Las 4figeles 7:35 p.m.
Milwaukee. 13-Los Angeles 7:36 p.m.
will be accepted. . i Home runs by Jim Rice and 15-las Angeles 5:35 p.m.
The second day to register is Thursday, the 20th. Again, the, Fred . Lynn and a two-run 16-San Francisco 1:15 p.m.
sign-ups will start at 5 p.m. To be present Thursday are . single by Jerry Remy paced 17-San Francisco 7,35 p.m.
.----,,. returning 12-years-olds, tryouts for 12-year-old entering the- Boston's • victory over 18-San Diego 7:35 p.m. (Ladles
eagne and 11-year-olds who are unable to attend the previous- nt'elevela -- Andre Thornton & Set or Citizens' Night i
•feepayMentil be accepted. . connected-Tor the Indians. 19-San Diego 7:35 p.m.
should bring along their birth certificates and be , White sea s, Blue jaya4-.. 20-San Diego 12:30 p.m.
a parent. -Players should bring their own 'Jorge Orta steamed two August
Fla
acccenparu
gloves and be sin
All candidates for












































4-N m. (Banner k 7 35 
v clothed, which means no shorts. home runs while Ralph Garr Nighte; °r : P'
Little League must reside in and Wayne Nordnagen hit one 5_New Yotit'herr PAIL
e been bon) on.or after August apiece to power-Chicago past 6...New yak .1:15
Toronto.






IS-Houston 7:35 pin. (Pennant,
Night)
16-Houston 12:30 p.m. (Ladies
end Senior Citizens Day)
17-Atlanta- 7:33 p.m.






The Murray State women's
tennis team recorded an
impressive. 5-4- win at Van-
derbilt Wednesday.
In singles play, Karen Weis
won at number one over Leslie
CrOfford 7-6 and 6-4.
At.  two. I-67111 Martin fell 7-5
4-6 and 3-6 to Mary HtcliS while
at three, Ann Ress won 7-6 and
7-5 over Virginia Faison.. In
the number four singles,
Kathy Lindstrom lost a 6-7, 6-7
match to Sara Clark while at. 
five, Leanne °Wen wan Iwo
and four over Lynn Herring:-
In the sixth singles spot,
..Yvonna Utley lost 6-1, 2-6 and
1-6 to Annie Todd.
In doubles play, Ress-
Martin won 6-7,6-3 and 7-5 at
one over Crofford-Hicks;
Weis-Utley won one and five at
two over Faison-Herring; and
at three, Lindstrom-Owen 'fell
6-3, 2-6 and 1-6 to Clark and
Jan Coney:: -
The Lady Racers, now 7-3
for the season, will be at




S.C. - Top-seeded Martina
Navratilova whipped Virginia
Ruzici of Rontania 6-2, 6-4 in
singres,-then joined.Billie Jean
King in doubles to defeat
Ruzici and Mima Jausovec of
Yugoslavia 6-4, 7-5 in Wed-












a19- New* ark' 7
p.m
:33 p.m.
20-New York 7:35 p.m. (Ladies
p.m. and Senior Citizens' Night)
2I-New Yark 7:35 p.m.
• 22--Chicago 7.35 p.m.
23-Chicago 1:15 p.m_




.iositccal 1- 17' p
- REMOTE HATCH
--RELEASE
• A nifty little button under
the dash electric Hy
REAR WIPER! • halcivfnaY be ape
WASHER/DEFROSTER - • from the outside.
More fine features you . When that's
wouldn't expect to find on handier.
a small Car. Standard on
SPL1T'REAR SEAT
'Redesign your interior at
will. -Both seats up. One
seat up. one seat down.










Sea Nymph Aluminum Boats
Holiday Pontoons
- -4 Fiberglass Canoes
Stern Drive OMC Boats









*EPA estimates based on
5-speed transmission -
Your mileage may vary
depending on how and
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Horse VD Outbreak Is Under Control, USDA Official Claims
TOM THUMB SUIT SOLD—Miss Tessa Begg, an em-
ploye of Benham's auctioneers, holds what is possibly the
smallest suit ever made for and worn by an adult human
- being, in London. The suit was sold to an anonymous
buyer for $750.00. The 15 and %-inch iacket, 15 and N-
inch trousersaod waistcoat made up the black wool suit
worn by 'General' Tom Thumb, the 37-inch midget,




Two operas — Mascagni's
"Cavalleria Rusticane and
Leoncavallo's "I Pagliacci"
— will be heard on WKMS-FM
at Murray State University on
Saturday. April 15, as the final
broadcast of the current
Metropolitan Opera season.
"We do more




lionry ,W Block •
People don't come to H&R
Bkxis just to have their tai
forms filled out. They come
because Block can help them
save limey. We dig for every
honest deduction and atdit.
That's Reason No. I why
H&R Block should do yoi.ir. ,
taxes.
H&R BLOCK




9 am to 6 prn Weekdays
9am to5pmSat
M
To begin at 1 p.m. at 91.3 on
the FM dial, the broadcast will
mark the end of . the 38th
season of Texaco sponsorship
of the opera broadcasts, the
longest commercial un-
derwriting oL. the-- same
program by , the same colt
poration in radio history.
Singing principal roles in
"Cavalleria Rusticana" will
be mezzo-soprano Tatiana
Troyanos as Santuzza, mezzo-
soprano Isola Jones as Lola,
Mezzo-soprano Jean Kraft as
Lucia, tenor Placida Domingo
as Turiddu, • and baritone
Cornell—MacNeil as Alf to.
James Levine will conduct.
Principal roles in "I
Pagliacci" will be sung by
soprano Teresa Stratas as
Nedda, tenor Domingo as
Canio, baritone cNeil as
Tonio, baritone Allan Monk as
Silvio, and tenor James
Atherton as Beppe. Leyine
will again conduct.
During the , single In-
termission between the two
operas, radio listeners will
hear an outline of the operas




Richard Woitach of the 'Met's
musical staff will be at two
pianos to give illustrations of
some of the works to be
presented on the. air and to
discuss other highlights of the
1978-79 broadcast season.
?-4 Without dep rs— and their I--"-'
faith and trust in us e'd have
no bank. And we never Thrget. it. V-°
Icyou bank with us, we proniiha.
-"'-1 to' treat you like' you own the




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky horse breeders may
not suffer the ' crushing
financial losses predicted at
the start of the breeding
season, because an outbreak
of venereal disease among
Bluegrass thoroughbreds has
so far been successfully
controlled.
Federal and state officials
said Wednesday that efforts to
limit the spread of contagious
equine metritis (CEM) have
been effective so far. The
disease can cause mares to
abort foals.
"It's looking better each
day, with no new cases," said
Dr. Presley Winner, district
veterinarian for the U.S.
Agriculture Department.
Only five stallions are
known to have the disesite,
with 26 known infected mares.
In addition, 70 mares were
exposed to the disease and 52
others are suspected of the
infection because they were
imported from European
countries which had problems
with CEM.
That's a relatively small
percentage of the 425 stallions
at stud in the Bluegrass and
more than 7,500 brood mares
at Kentucky farms. The fact
that the disease has been
confined to so few animals has
helped reduce earlier loss
estimates.
All the stallions found
positive or exposed are at two
breeding farms, and all the
mares postive or • exposed
have been bred to those
stallions, although they-are at
56 different farms.
Individual breeders will feel
the most direct impact from
loss of stud fees and loss of
revenue from the yearling
sales next spring, but those
losses vary widely from farm
to farm.
However, one factor that
plays an important part in the
total loss estimate is still a
questionmark.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture has imposed a
quarantine on the export of
thoroughbred mares and
stallions from Kentucky, and
no one knows when it will be
lifted.
Normally, about 1,500
mares are sent to Kentucky
for breeding during the font to
five month • season; and
returned home. f The
quarantine means that if
they're sent here, they'll have
to stay here until the ban on
exprots is removed.
"We have no indication of
when it will be lifted," said
Mark McDaniel, a spokesman
for Kentucky Agriculture
Commissioner Tom Harris.
He indicated that breeders
in other states may be
reluctant to send mares to
Kentucky . without knowing
when they will get them back.
Winner said .the quarantine
would only be lifted when the
test results can be evaluated
sufficiently to guarantee that
the disease won't be spread. -
"If they can prove that the
'Ming is under control and that
the testing procedures work,
they'll lift the quarantine," he
said. .
Winner wouldn't ventire a
guess on when that will be.
Horse breeders fear that iI




But Winner said that if the
outbreak is successfay
controlled and the ban lifted,





Come on out:atuldo some good _old fashioiiet
horse trading at b'Utins
All Whirlpool Appliances are reduced for 3 days only.





TSóIepood Thurs. Friday 8 Sat.
Du nil s
Hwy. 641 North, Open Friday Nights Till 8:00 753-3037
•••-•-•
4
CLASS FAVORITES have been cleeted by the student body of each class at Calloway County High Sc
hool for the
- yeaullYAL These Art dwientylliVvote of each class. Named to the honor in the senior class we
re-Sheila Da
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Darnell, and Randy McCallon, son of Mr. and' Mrs. Randy McCallon, top left pic-
ture. Junior class honors went to Ricky Cunningham, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Cunningham an
d Ellen Mahan,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I. C. Mahan, top right picture. Elected by the sophomore class were Susan Byars, daughter
- of Mr.,and Mrs. Walter Byars, and Joey Butterworth, son of Mr. and Mrs. Pat Butterworth, bottom left picture. Th
e
— freshman class named Donna Swift, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Swift, and Mickey Butterworth, 
son of Mr. and
Mrs. jimmy Butterworth, pictured bottom right
VirKMS-FM, the public radio
station at Murray' State
University, offers more than
seven hours of AmerIcan
grassroots music -each week,
including bluegrass, blues,
folk, arid country music.
Half of the- programs are
produced locally, and the
remainder are productions of
the National Nbllc Radio
- network-, of which WKMS is an
affiliate.
Three grassroots music
pregrams are presented from
7 a.m. to noon on Sautrdays.
They include:
"Music from the Front
Porch" from 7 to 10 a.m.,
consisting of old and new
blues, bluegrass, folk, and
country music.
"One Land, Many Voices"
from 10 to 11 a.m., which
changes the emphasis to
traditional ethnic folk music.
• 'Folk Music and Bernstein"
from. 11 a.m. to noon, a net-
work program which explores
folk music from around the
world.
A second edition of "Music
from the Front Porch" is
heard on Sundays at 2:30 p.m.,
• followed by "Folk Festival
U.S.A." at 6:30 p.m. "Folk -
Festival" is a sound portrait
of folk music events and
gatherings across-the country,
including the annual Salty Deg-
Bluegrass Festival in Maine,
an anniversary celebration
from the Grand Ole Opry, and









ALL YOU CAN EAT AND DRINK
INCLUDING SOUP AND SALAD BAR AND DESSERT.
FEATURING
Serino Goarbe, Oran Chowder, Oysters ea half shell, Beiled
shrimp, Fried oysters, Broiled Ned gnawer, Deviled Crab,
Fried Scallops.
ALCOHOLISM
a health column from the
Alcohol; Drug Abuse, and%Aental Health Administration
Lis Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
shastaroeai To Be Used To
PrAeineeintgArebusidienyte
inDrithilke imagush- '
room has been identified as a
therapeutic drug for alco-
holics, according to a Na-
tional Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism study
'treating alcoholism. They in-
etude psychiatry, 
ot methodshf e. rap y ais t t oirt 
use
  of four
reactions when bev-
erage alcohol (ethanol). is ih-
peal, Alcoholics Anonymous,
l -religious ap-




the most widely used in t-4-he non.
United States.. Although distil- , 
tram by itself is largely, but -
not completely, innocuous, it
may produce a- number of,.
ness, - Bushing, headache,
nausea, and vomiting •
Through the use of chem-
ical studies on mice and rats,
the investigators ideqtified the
aversive substance in the
mushroom as coprin. They
determined the chemical
structure, established a syn-
thetic route for preparation of
the compound, and conducted
initial pharmacological studies
The investigators now are
in'the process of having the
substance pass (he required
... tests for safety and-'hope it
soon will become an effective
medicaliog for alcohol  addie7----
&a:Wilts.. unit:aria. iatisuc. 
tremor; restlessness, reduced
•,-headacht,  and 
mild gastrointestinal disturb-
anCeS.
A Person who drinks alco-
hol white on disulfiram usually
has an adverse reaction. In
come cases this dialitfiram- -
.ethanol reaction has been
severe, resulting in cardio-
i.aseular collapse, cardiac ar-
rhythmias; myocardial infarc-
tion,. acute congestive heart
(ailUre,' convulsions, loss of
consciousness, and sudden
and unexplained fatalities. -
Because of the seriousness
of these side effects, investi-
gators at tht University of
__Mich_iga_n, working under an
`SIAAA grant, decided to ex-
plore the possibility of menu-
lActuring another substance
shich would produce unpleas-
ant reactions when used with
ethanol, but which would hase
less severe side effects and
prove - to be a more ideal
gherapeutic drug. _
They decided to 'experiment
with the_raushroom Coprinus
--arruntenrarioui because ii had --
teen known for some time
tkat persons who eat these
mushrooms and, then ingest
ethanol, even up to four days
afterwards, experience dint:
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebscribers sae Woe net
scam/ emir losere-aellowed
mor of Tbi Mom* Weser •
Timm by 3:30 p.a. Illenda-
hart sr by 3,26 p. se Saw-
dims ors Dried is ad 733-1116
Melrose S:3111 p. asd • p.a.,
Meffilaririds, as 3.11 p.a.
ale 4 p. laterdays, is anon
delivery el 16onsmajaper. Cans
moot be paced bye p.a. weal-
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TVA TIMBER FOR SALE
Miblealarees Vd.yasaboay Om tor Nis lea noes el essadis,
miedlesif embed berassed Rabin essilabh. an seaweed 
IMAM
beard foot of sewastear 1,3fl cads of psis 1Imher. Ile sue tinier
sele area are In the CAW Tb• ties leased es Mars
•
WINK ARIA 41 ssle apillais esnaresed WON bead 
feet id
snueler NW 423 seri et pas tionMr u.d Is leaned 
epprednintay 3
Nies rat end 11 fella !era of Dem, Tennessee, In Ihreport Cowry
WORE ARIA 41 sel• main se estinated 434,1/1 band tea if
neurtimber ad 111 genie if psis rimier mei 4 leaned uppreanahrly 3
soles west end II soles *era of Dear, Teansuse, i. Steens/ Carey.
Will bids 411 be received by the Peron MenepsionstI54 Lail Ice-
Ti. Is. Temiesse• Valley Antlinclty, Gads. Peed, Itsolvelly
45131, Mil eon., Gem! Daylight Time, May 2., 117S.
Parties Or/erected Iimpectiog ibe aforementioned timber seeeld
Canso the above Maw Ma beers ore 7:01 a.s. is 3:43 p.n., new
dpy lineal friday. IIM tips goil detailed befenuntise easy be shafte
d
Oren Os Pored Nerusionit no, land Wind. The la
kes, RAW
---P41/10ellienhy-4113i) leaohes• war 
941-9214112
Winning partners for -
- your Summer slacks,
and skirts.
Happy buys for
the girl on the go.
Select your style
and color In











PAO 11 THE MURIAT, Ky., tID011tlTtMES. Iliersday, April 13, 17S
•
• " This year, make a definite move to higher yieldswith Mitchell Soybeans. The bean that consistentlyoutyields all others in official state tests.• -MitChell is it Group 4 variety that fting_Aroundhelpesrd€Nel.QP._Aucl ,whenyauluy_a_bagual itchell'beans from your Ring Around dealer, you get seedthat haye.met the Strictest quality standards in theseed industry, as well as top field•potential..Also, look for Ring Around's other champions 




- RIVERBOAT SUPREMACY —On the bank of the Ohio itiVer is the-Place tOrbe Wednesclay, Markas 91ser Belleof LoaisyiRe" and Cincinnati'sjcpelta Queen" compete for the "Golden -Ant1trs," the traditional sOthot tit /towboatsupremacy. The race between the great paddlewheelers begins at _S p. m. and is one of the most popular anddramatic events of the ten-day Derby Festival.
DOLLAR







Social Securil Off ial Says —
  Advantages To Direct Deposit
Pedplëwhhave their
_Social Security or Sup-
plemental Security Income
checks deposited directly into
a bank or other financial
organization and who wish to
stop, should notify Social
Security of the address to
which- the checks -should be _
sent, a local Social "Security
spokesman stated today.
This notification should be-
made well before closing out
the checking or saving ac-
count, the spokesman  •
cautioned. - This way giKiial
'Security --rati----mailgo--thet- -
records so that the next check
will arrive at the new address.
If the account is closed
before Social Security records
are changed, the next check
may be returned to the
Treasury Department by the
nicial organization. Once,„
tli1Lhappens, the spokesman
cont it may tak,e4ome
time to reissue the. check.
There -gfe- several ad-




person does not have to
go to the bank or other
financial organization and
wait in line to cash or deprit
the check. • •
—There 14-196-worry about
losing the theekortuiving it
stolen.
—A' person's money is
available In-his or her account
right away, even if he or she is
away from home.
—A person has no problern
cashing the check because it




deposited in a checking or
savin-aTccount in a savings
bs- , savings and loan





colors to choose from
Varge Nelectiort of picturt.,• itt
litaesale prit•••...
%.icker, bathroom ceiling swags aml
lots of other deeoratk
"Prices Good Thru Sunday, April 15th, 1978"
LAKEWAY V ILLACE SHOPPING CENTER
High way /9 East Phone 642-8142 Paris, Termessee
k,tore Hours:10 a.m. tii 8 p.m. Mow thru Sat.
Sunday 1 p m. III 6 p.m.
Ricky Gene Turner' of La
Center, a senior at Murray
State University, will present
trombone recital on the
campus Sunday, April 16.
Scheduledto begin at 2 p.m,.
•-• in the Farrell Recital Hall of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, the program will
Roy B. Tighe of Huntsville,
Ala., a senior at Murray State
University, will present a
trumpet recital on the camptiii
Friday, April 14.
Scheduled to begin at 8:13
p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine
. Arts Center, the program will
include works by Neruda,
Porrino, and Purcell.
Tighe is the son of Mrs.
Joyce A. Tighe of 4026 Mc-
Clain Lane. He is a mtisic
major minoring in education.
Tighe bolds memberships in
the Student Music Educators
National Con ventian and
Gamma Beta Phi, National
Honor Society.
stution, Or —Slat 7 -
chartered credit Union, or
ba-nE7 
The bank or other institution
—ea --answer questions about--.
how the account will be
handled and how notification
of the deposit will be made. '
To arrange for direct
depostit of checks, a pe
should contact the fin id
organization of his.
choice and sk:> for (fired
depodt fon3tVSF-1199-: Cain-
pletion f the fornr --only
au es deposits; it does,itof authorize withdrawals.
People choosing direct
deposit should keep on telling MIGHTY MITE 400.
Social Security about any with big 14" sprocket nose guide bar $11654..9  retail value
change in tbeir, mailing ad- Special Sate-Price  
9 , _
dress so that they may con-
S 10.00tame to receive notices from
Social Security.
The telephone number for'
the Paducah Social Security
office is 443-7506; the number
for the Mayfield office is 247-
8096. •
Rkky Gene Turner
include works by Bigot,
Tcherepnin, and Watson.
Turner will perform along
with Steve M. Hopkins, a
Paris, Tenn., junior, on piano.
Turner is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Elwood Turner of La
Center. His major is music
,education with emphasis in
trombone. His minors are
voice and piano.. •
Turner . has served as
7 pfesident • of ttfe Music
Educator's National Con- ,
ference and as president of the
rchirig Thoroughbred
Band. He was selected out-
standing bandsman and is a
member of the executive
committee of Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia, professional men's
music fraternity.
He holds memberships in
Gamma Beta Phi, National
Honor, Society and Omicron '
Delta NaUonal
Leadership Honor Society. He
uaitiri- ki. the MW
kens:- trombone
choir, 'symphonic band, a
cappeita choir, chorus, and
vocal octet.
The recital is in partial
fulfillment of the bachelor's in
music education degree
He has performed with...the
Murray State symphonic
band, Orchestra, chorus, and
marching band.
The recital is in partial
. fulfillment of the bachelor's




(AP) Argentina's 1977 fish
exports doubled last year,
reaching $80 million, reports
the Ministry of Ecilnomy. .
Since forming the Secretariat
of Maritime Interests in 1976,
Argentina has been actively de-











At The Bel-Air Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
Saturday, April 15, 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.
slob:ter eStuffed Shrimp
*Breaded Shrimp •Peeled Shrimp
*Raw Oysters ...Breaded Oysters






DON'T- MISS THIS OPPORTUNIT TO BUY
FRESH GULF SEAFOOD AT TOE LOWEST PRO' 
PAGE 12 DIE MURRAY Ity LEDGER L TIMES Thursday, April 13, 1971
_
• State Railroad Commissionef
Calls For L&N Rail ,Closings
FRANKFORT, Ky. t API
A state railroad cotrunissioner
nee called on the Louisville di
- Nashville Railroad to close 123.'
mileA of track in his Western





irate. iSie • 7S3-08.1S
af the state's 1891 consjittition.
It has been rejiefed prac-
tically powerJe5 by statutory
changes./
- In aletter to IAN President
,Pruiie F. Osborn, the com-
missioner said:
"It is  my opinion that  at






12 Unlock ' ' Sp
eck, ,






. Metal n•rs k 
daft . 9 Coopzio
11
20 DewOused... ._ laws
21 Cleosoff f 0 Fear. 
,
_ 22 fillaurnful__ ' Veurig
23 Need , boys
- 25 Weight of 16 Unit 
of
India- . - Siamese
.26 Goals currency
27 Perform 16 Pronoun 
- 31 Household device
28 Long 21 Continued Pot
 13 Three-
fecent derailment only 50 feet percent of the rail and 50
from his office. .• percent of the ballast needs
•  "I'm here • by the grace of replacing.
God," Leslie Frymire .. :LA.:Due to these conditions
rn,ington told his Colleagues and the recent derailment
Friday at a meeting in con- my district. I recommegefthat
nection with an April 7 ac- this portion of the
cident behind his gasoline be closed.
distributorship headquarters. • •I
Frymire is one of three._ ...that a team of inspectors be
members of the Kentucky,...aerat to inspect this entire
Railroad Commission, a r * s system as it applies to my'
district."
Fry-mire added in .the letter
"that if I had the authority I
would close this portion of the
L&N system."
The state Railroad Com-
mission hobbles along with a DIABETIC RAF
FLE -David Potter, son of Mrs. Jo Ann Higgins of Murray, holds the p
at-
budget  of little . more than chwork dog which i
s being raffled by die Calloway-Marshall Chapter of the Americ
an
$50,000 every two years. Two :-CLibefert-AS-SO-tlatiOn- 
ODA) this month. Proceeds form the raffle will be used.to send
commissioners receiVe $3,000 area diabetic,children, ages ei
ght to fifteen, such as David to the Kentucky Diabetic
- , a year and the chairman Camp held each summer 
near Rough 'River Dam State -Park. The camp is staffed by
An5wer to Wtrdiesdals PuuI. 
$3,600, plus expenses, for their student dietitians, nurses, medical students and 
diabetic volunteers under the super-
part-time elective duties. vision of the medical, nursing, and -dietary staffs a
t Norton Children's_ Hospital,
As Frymire described the tetisville. The cost - of one child's-StIV---arftstr iwo we
eir-ransp-b-44S0-Plus- 
Registration on Saturday,
rail wreck, 12 rail cars loaded 
April 29, will begin at 8 a.m. at
spOrtation_Members of the local chapter Will sell raffle tickets for 
thepatchwork dog
with appliances left the track at Roses Department. Store..CentraiShoppiing Center, on 
Saturday, April 15, from ten 
both the north and sceatzaL
• the afternoon he was in his 
information areas: Riders. Can
a.m. to four p.m. and on Sunday, April 16, from one to five 
p.m. The drawing for the
office and the danger was that 
choose the starting point
winner of the dog will be held at the meeting of the local ADA cha
pter-on Thursday, closest to their home.
the ears "ald 
telescope and May 4, at seven p.m. at the Hest Presbyterian Church. Charlo
tte Sturm, right,firmairfent Lunch will be served at the -
-veer into the building   of the ADA chapter, and Robert Hopkins, left, an assoc
iation member, are among the
. "Lucidly the oxiductor supporters pith. ptoiett. 
. _
alendet  . Stories
-22-Kahoor11S/1-
29-PeriOdof ' sncr'eD
tuna _ 23 Manner
• 30 Old 24 Higfr c.grrc
t
pronoun • 25 Sodium
__31,,Dometer Chloride
of a buil., ----2elgeftrre
paceni 28 Ship
) channel
••29 Transgress• 35 Obese
•: 36 Swiss
• river
; • 37 Equality






















32 Flying toed sloth
___marnmaL__ Aa.Containets.
••-3-3 Deface 44 f:Dapeziu
34 Limb 47 Uncouth
35 uwi-zon .
37 Separated 48 World War
38 Mast II agency
-39 Jury Ust 49 C,fiffISOR --






























Of Dimes Planned LBL
system
f er recommend -
- -threw the ' train into
emergency; which stretched it • .
, says it isn't track related- 
-- with
out," Fry-mire said. "The LAN 
_ _•_
an, e _
they're trying to give it some
-u re a uc r a c utt fancy name about equipmentfailure."
But Frymire said the ac-
cident-oecarred oh a stretch
Ni-tterr-supposedly ceritains
some of the best track-the
welded type-on the L&N line.
"Since that -derailment, I
have niat,_had a .good night's
sleep," he said. "I dream
every night about the ac-
cident."
inrJ4t
tiOU KNOW WHERE KIN&
DAViD WROTE HIS

















decided to repair the pur-
ported deficient track lines, it
woilld- cost the coriroany about
$12 million, --
"The derailments have been
mainly in my district and they
will continue until the L&N
puts enough men to work. to
correct  the problem," the
Commissioner said.
-If something is not done
now, God help us all, because






_ WASHI?IGTON (AP) - The
btireatter-acy -40C40---Harvy-
Cain this week, and he quit.
"I don't think I cansay why
I decided to do it now," the
$42,000-a-year bureaucrat said
- after announcing his decision
Wednesday to about 200 of the
:federal civil servants who
• _ hitp,-!±1- was-flying
borne'-lrom and
decided:now." --
Cain, 40, just decided he
retikin't fight The-bureaucratic, 
rules any longer. He couldn't..
hire the people he wanted and
couldn't fire those he didn't.
But he didn't put it that way
in his speech. Cain has a
.stutter and began slowly,
&ugh drops
clicking against his teeth:
"I have been in the health
programs of this department










DO YOU HAVE TsiE




































es and the Lansi Bet- transpertation programs to
development of regional
he Lakes will team up to'
or a Bike-a-thon 
insure maximum availability
urday. April 22. Ttie Me-
a-thon will he a 30saile risk
along the Trace between-the
north and central information
centers.
Persons from all over the
'chapter area are invited to
participate. Sponsor forms
are available through schools
in Livingston, Lyon, Calloway,
Caldwell, Marshall and Trigg
Counties as well as the March
of Dimes office, 443-8603.
RiderLare,te,ohtain pledges
from family or friends for
their ride. Ten cents a mile
••• would mean a donation of $3.00
Jo the March of Dimes upon
completion of the ride. Prizes
will be given to the riders
collecting the most money for
the March-of Dimes.
_had-a wide-range--of _eaealagi anything can  ruin one's taste
extremely fortunate in having up to my nose. Too m
uch, of
worthwhile challenges...." for it."' . 
•
Cain's voice failedhim, He urged support for
He pushed the microphone' President Clirterrs ProPened—red
away, paused a few seconda..-- overhaul_ of the4chr11 service
system to give managersthen gave up and sat down.
His boss, Henry Foley, whom more authority, 
to fire and
more responsibility to per-Cain brought into government
years am steppet. to , form_ ,But Cain clearly had
•
podium to 'continue for my had eriough.-
•'1 wish only that I couldgood friend." - .   -
Foley, now Cain's boss in have made home 
progress' in
the ---He-aftti- 'Resources-Ara-Laing the cwamP." he said.
"'Having failed at that, I wishAdministration of the
Department of Health, (my colleagues
) strer.th,
stamina, hope, good humor,Education and Welfare, read
faith, a charitable spirit andCain's prepared remarks:
"'I have totally lost my, whatever els
e they need to
tolerance for the bureaucratic . keep their 
heads above the
14 ampthrough which a stillrising water."
bureau like this must wade,'" - When -the speec
h was over,
he read. The • Widest and • several bureaucra
ts came up-
to say a few words to theirteepest channel in the swamp,
departing' boss. The first- one,)1 course, is affectionately -
kaown as the personnel a younger m
an whose lower
lip was quivering, said aimply,
system: 
"-You're a good man, Harry




each of which good waders
have been known to drown. In
the last several years,' I've
waded through most of those
channels, often with the water
of care no matter where the
baby is born. • _
The Foundation's -final
thrust is through-education to
improve prenatal care for all
pregnant women ' and to
acquaint future parents with-
the preventable birth defects
problems. The Purchase-
Pennyrile Chapter works very
closely 'with area schools and
prepared childbirth classes to




At MSU April .18
School superintendents
from several neig •orm
-states have been invited to
Murray State University to
interview teacher-certified
graduating seniors on the
second -Teacher -Career-Day- -
midway point and light-Tuesday, April 18. ,  
refreshments will, be available- - They will be ovallabie_frods 
at the check points along,the 10 a.m. to noon and from 1:30
way. _ to 4 p.m. _
The Bike-a-thou mi. of-- nasiumbithe Student Center. .
several spring fund-raising students will be excused from
activities being sponsored by student teaching assignments
the chapter to raise money to
tendents.
to meet with the superin-
datIon's work in the area of Planited-tay-the-Plairwtat
support -the National Foun-
birth defects prevention. Service at Murray State,
. The Foundation has a three-----leacher Career Day is
pronged program aimed at designed to provide seniors
ucing the statistic which 'sad-school representatismi&K
.-shows 250,000 babies born-- opportunity to meet on an
---nnnuellr with some kind of - informal, unstructured basis. •
birth defect. To do this they Students are advised to-have
support research programs to short resumes available ID
understand the catses and give the school officials.
search tor_the._.cure. of these 'We hope serliorz wili-tadte„
afflictions. advantage of Teacher Career
They also support over 100 Day to make it successful
birth defects treatment again,- said Martha Ouier,
-centers and intensive care caeaof :Of placement
nurseries around the country an occasion that provides
to care for sick newborns. An opportunitie& for both school
increasing number of babies officials and our students that •
have been born weighing less would not otherwise be
than 5 lbs. For these bithies available." -
chances of _further sorn-
woman threw her arms "
around -him. Others wished
him luck.
"What are you going to do
new?" Cain was asked.
"I'm going to swim over to
the side, climb up and dry out.
I'll think about it after that.-
Criminal Justice Workshop To
Be Conducted At MuTray State
• "The Criminal Justice
System - How It Works and Its
Effects on Persons" will be
the theme for a three day




Dr. Marvin Mills, a
. professor of safety and health
at Murray State University,
has been named one of two
tuitional consultants to
, evaluate doctoral programs
offered in safety in all
universities across New York
Siete.
Dr. Mills, a native of West
tri
Is 124
THEY'RE BEHIND 'ADU NOW.„
WITH MY Gums. UNLEOS. YOU




Virginia and who came to
Murray State in 1977 from
Marshall University at
Huntington, will be in New
York OOP' 13 and 14-- for
personal? iisits to the cam-
puses iovolved. His evaluation
Nevi v.or.s Tema' el. a an
-doctoral Progrivuo °timid 'on
- any campus lb the state to be
. evaluated periodically with
such areas ks curriculum,
/acuity credentials, financing,
radiates and students in- .
----volvirtrfnelndedlirtlfeurrntlet.-
April 18, Wednesday April 19,
and Wednesday April 26.
Leading the workshop will
be Dr. Chip Paddock, director
of the Criminology and
Corrections Program at
Murray State University. The
workshop begins with a field
trip to Eddyville Penitentiary
on Tuesday April 18, to be
followed by 3 hour workshops'
on Wednesday April 19 and
April 26 featuring a variety of
speakers and learning ex-
periences. .
Among resource persons
participating will 'be a
Commonwealth attorney, lion
Christopher; local attorneys,
Gary Haverstock and Steve
Sanders;_ Chaplain at Ed-
dyville, Talmi•ige Jones; and
a former inmate at Eddyville
-prison.
The workshop is sponsored
by the United Campus
Ministry, the -tiilsion of
Criminology and Corrections--
and the Center for Continuing.
Education at , Murray State
University. The workshop is .
designed for ministers, church
laity, university students and:.
other helping professionals.
The registration fee for the
entire workshop is $2.50 (not
including meals). -- -.
For more information call.












sehnsitted by 12 noon




techniques for treatment are Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. •
making the survival rate 356.7, up 0.4. 
----r--
higher for infants cared for in, Below dam 312.7, down-b.6.
the specialized centers. - Barkely Lake, 7 a.m. 356.8,
For this reason the Foun- I tIO 0-1
dation is aiding in the* ' Below dam 316.4, down 0.
3.
plleastons are greatly In- -




bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free parkine
lot, use our rear en-
trance. -
BIBLE FACTS INC. —
Jesus says in John 15:7,
-If ye abide in me, and
my words abide in you,
ye shall ask what ye
will, and it shall be done
unto you." For Bible
study, individual or by
phone and Bible an-
swers, call 753-0984.





is doing it again April









- Manny Dawn- ---
INIsrant (--71.1-11511
Ns tarrying Charges







VICE: "We search for
every legal deduction
and credit due you."
John Pasco, 753-5791,





Holman Jones, 217 South




Murray, Ky. Call 753-
1272.
YOUR NEED IS our
concern. Needline, 753-
6333.
3 Card Of Thanks
WE WOULD LIKE TO
thank all of our relatives
and friends for the
flowers and cards
during the loss of our
husband, father nad
grandfather. Thanks to
the doctors and the 4th







5 Lost And Found
LOST gold ring set with
blue aquamarihe and
four diamonds, on or






NW- Waeehouse avaLlabia4arse x
ever LW Mek. -
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a


































































































































































r. Call 753- „






































, Pera„an hired must
ess skills in ledger
ntries, payroll, etc.,
and respect the con-
fidentially of position.
*egree or associate
degree preferred but not
necessdry. AWRY TO
Work closely with and
get along well with.










resume of past ex-
perience and• salary'
expectations-to-P_:_0.






















April 17, through 5 p.m.
Tuesday, April 18.
EXPERIENCED AUTO 
bodi -man mode& _ -SALES. PERSON for
Excellent pay. -47au.753. ladies specialty 
store,
6038. , Full time and part time.
Apply Behr's Central
P E R-S-0--N s- --414----filkopping 
Center,
TERESTED in making -
ow $800 extra per EXPERIENCED BODY
month, part-time. man 
wanted. Apply in
Couples preferred. For 
person, Oakleys Used
rs. 
. • • • •
753-3763.
• •
14 Want To Be! WE=
100 USED TOBACCO CUB CADET Mower, 14
sticks, split sticks h. p. hydrostatic driye,
preferred over sawed, includes 48 in. mower,
Bob Perry, 7514409. tiller attachment and
 -hauling cart. Good
condition. Call 489-2643
or 489-2644 after 6p. m.
TWO FLOOR MODEL
humidfiers. Excellent
condition. $40 each. Call
753-5434.
WANTED STANDING
timber. We pay top
prices on good quality
timber and will pay cash
or percentage your






_ we haye  -helped _
thousands of people to-
make money,_ And will-
gladly help your hours
-availablat
deterniftie- .-ybitr-'151tr- •
EXPEEIENCED flings. No investment, -
painters, steady work. delivering or canvasing.
For interview call 753- Interviews to be held 
_. 
5287. between the hours of 11 _eekeede, i be 18 ._ 25 USED air.conditioners
and 3 p.m. at the Regal 8 " 
must be $100 to $150. Call
UNION Banker Life Hotel on April 15. 
or older. No others need 759-4895.
Insurance, a' McCarther 
, apply. No phone calls.
Company is expanding BOOKKEEPER for local - 
Apply in person only, • 50 USED refrigerators
its sales force. Would firm. Send reams*: -of . 
don't apply from 11 from $75.00 to $150. Call
like responsibteTpersoàTi education, eXpetienee---- cm. • 2 P.191. or S P•IL4----- 759-4895 until 10 p. m.  
to coprosent og_at_tath_and_referencea_to_lkx___P•m•
area. No previous • ex- 127 Murray-, Ky. •
Sinall Cement Mixer.
Phone 753-5108 after 6
p.m.
15 Articles For Sale
GOOD USED tent. Call
- 753-5447 after 5 p.m.
PEAVEY amplifier. 210
watts. Four 12"
speakers. $400. Call 767-
2511.
ONE C.E. Refrigerator,
also small garden 
cultivator. Call 753-1261.
B 'ALLIS 6tialmer,
cilltivatoi, disc, plow, 7'






-wide long wheel -base.
Call 7534293.-
LARCE SELFCrON
SURGtIt QUM( -11196---  -
full time and part thne 1"4";": -V20e---and2uP;
help, mew and female tall 
759-48k until 10 p.
for days and nights. in.
Must be able to work on
9 Situations Wanted 
--AIR CONDITIONERS.
perience necessary.. -.__ . •-R. C. Evans,A7.4-8848, or
Unlimited advancement ELECTROLUX needs .1' iri yaras to MOW. . 7474_7748. 
'
opportunities. Excellent__ men and momen for Call 7534470after__ 
benefits: And" equaT- sales and-- service.- FUR BALE-P[1Mo- -Mk--
opportunity company. Opportunity $300, week. 
OWN YOUR OWN . bed solid wood head-
_ 1 0 BusIness 
Opportunity
- stove' like new -also 'it
Call for appointment Call 443-64. 60.
443-9249 -days, - 443.-9253 _ _ . Rikainess! Area boaykLmoving.and, mnut 
SERVICE STATION . distributor for Rand sell cheap. Call 489-2377.,
attendant, must be clean _McNally Maps.. No or 753-9924.
and mature. Excellent selling. Service pre-
working conditiona-. _ established accounts. `1.99•Pow'
evening.
WANTED: woman to do
alterations. Apply in





Call 71134953. WANTED SOMEONE to
rake yard and trim
BABYSITTER needed shurbbery. Phone 753-
with own transportation. 5822, 1663 College
Call 763-6156. Terrace Drive.
Paid vacation. Uniform
furnished. Apply in
person, !Cy. Lake Oil _ 
South 4th_ Sgeet, bet-







at the corner et 6th Hanle
• 
Auction Sale
Saturday April 15th, 10 a.m. 1/2 mile West
of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Highway 94.
This will be a large all day consignment sale of
nice furniture. Antiques, truck load of boxed up
glass, china and cookware, stone items, cast iron
goodies, bedroom suite, couch, old chairs,
rockers, dinette sets, large lot of hand, shop and
garden tool's. Coin collection. Lots more by sale
day. Dealers welcome. For information call





-(4) What would you recommend for a couple
with spring fever and no place for the kids to
roam?
IA I PREITA JOBS REALTORS to see this
meticulous home with 3 bedrooms, located just 3
miles from town quiet subdivision over looking










Loretta jobs-7534079 Judy Johnston-417-444G
Helen Spann-753-8579 Bill Payne-7;3-9794
Brenda Jones-753-8668 Glenda Smith 7534499
Investments $2,700 to








35213 or call toll free I-
800-633-8441.
. MOTO_
Boma* a ewaw Growth in-
Per•
limiliterilig=1: ask
en raid sollaba" Kodak.
141112iik lEssiloo• ilteducts
sod sologinnioo, taloa I
alsdid 
to 
"Purrt:42011 Mr. Hayes 50044154511








under $80.00 per year
This plan is ad-
ministered and en-
dorsed by the Major
• Midwestern Livestock
Exchanges: For in-
formation on this new
group insurance
program call or write to
BENNETT AND
ASSOCIATES, P.O. Box
546, Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 759-1486.
'lay, I pot that frost **Mixed




• 210 I. Mob
723401111, 











and walnut veneer. Will .
buy cut or statietrig,






Gas Tank, Front Sent




Tire Cotner, 225 AMP
Battery, Slide out bat-






Generator with con- .
~ter and drew tat
AM/FM SW-4a wlik
tape dock, TV Antenna,
Central Vacuum
Cleaner. CB. RecNO. Coll 
753-4320 or -see at 705
S 4th Skeet
RIRMOREPRORTABEIRERIS
15. Articles F1.11 Sale
TREAZ RUGS right,




Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conciitioners,. Dill





28" or 30" $5.99 each.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.:
RIDING MOWER, 6 h.p.









Call 753-1818 after 5 p.m.
ROSE BEIGE 3 cushion





- and included. Rowland
RefrigeratiOic-110-Soirth7
15. Arlicies For Sale
ANTIQUE radio, real
nice. Solid oak c,onsole.
Call 753-8150.
KKAIIMITS ALL 01 TN
• Mem Need Poway •
1 • Marty Nickel
1.&Wá Waal
• 1 • MT 111ZPosay
• 50.,. Amin
Wore 1,20.0
I • Woodo• NlekW
1 - 0 Mkt Pommy 25 yrs.
I - 1141 $ Posey (we)
1 • Rare 1%O-DS.
Oats Panay
I • S Mt Peony .25 yrs.
Plus Fro. his SKI '
Ph. Oar Free Gilt
, iseallroshors
Sated $3.55 sad .25 Poster
to:
JIM MINOS) S. CO.
hits 5, Pas MB •••••• raw
=EMI
FIVE PIECE, bedroom
suite, nice. Big vanity
mirror, perfect con-











and tomato sticks. Call
485-2126.
8' FORD LIFT type 'ctls6
or ce IntprnsitionAl wh•el 
FRIGIDAIRE , washer ' type disc. $600 each. 14' ALUMINIUM
and dryer. Remington New tobacco sticks, .15 crestliner boat.. 15 h.p.
. typewriter. Call 753- cents each. Call 75374126. Johnson motor, Moody
5599. trailer. $625. Call 753-
. WANT TO Buy a 6iw.1.1 3536, _
WEED EATERS, - model__ row spray rig. In good 
507. $43.99. Rote shear condition. Call 753-6215. 16 FT. CATAMARAN sail. -
model: 2201. -436.50. boat, 2'7 ft. mast with---
Wallin Hardware,,Pari4.4?••,--FOR SALE 3000 lb. No...1 main and jib sail,. Call
-jap-seeti,-60-eents-w-----53-1369-, 7534125 or 753  -
CUSTOM MADE pound. CO-11 753-6215. 4029.
doeperies, made to your 
measurement. No labor
charge. Over 150 pat-
terns and colors, 15 per _
cent off month of April.'






cultivator. One row corn




Marble, South 9th. Call
733-5719.
20 Sports Equipment
fer•••, Ps. 18361 
TILLERS chain-drive. 5














-Call this number after 5:00 to assure-
prompt service next day, 753-3685 -
and night appointments.
Only once in awhile do we get a beauty like this.
Please treat yourself to a look.
Everything you'd want in a home.
Nothing to do - it's in mint condtion.
Nome is 2 stories - 4 bedrooms, 3 baths.
Only 3 years old.
Unbelievable view.
See it Sunday - April 16th - 1 to 5 PM
Easy directions below.
' Own your own peninsula on like Barkley Two lots completely
surrounded by water - house is on one. In the very excludive Can-







Round Oak usibn, . Take the road behlAir •
to the 1st torn ms. C.dar Blue Gravel Co.
CMOs H1111144.1011es. Our Open House signs




502-354-8500 or 8590 Res. 8538
--We-now have ii- eaa-arge...seAtion
and Used Tractors. We will trade for anything of
value. •
We have a---1Arge selection of Used Cars and 4
Wheel Drive Vehicles. --
A ased 660 Combine, like, new, newtnetar with'
Grain Head.
We have a-complete parts departzapaiWnd we
have connections in 48 states to obis& all the
used parts that you may need.
If we don't have it we will get it for you.  
„. MURRAY FORD TRACTOR
4th & Sycamore •
759-4895
NEW FORD 23, 6"
.-hydraulic fold wing disc.
Only $6.000. A and I Ford
Supply, Highway 54,
West Paris, 642-8544.
1 6 ' ALUMINUM
FISHING boat .with







fishing boat. 40 h.p.
motor and tilt' trailer.






Powr Squiring and Circle Shears, Powr Crim-
pers and Beadera, Powr Slip Rolls 30" to 72"
Sizes, Spot Welders 10 and 15 KVA, New 60"
Powr Duct Beader, Pneumatic Air Riveters,
Roll Form Gutter Machine, Coil Cradles, Bar-
folds 21" to 36" sizes, Runout tables for Shears
and Slitter, Belt Conveyors 24" - 48" width 50' -
:120' long, Powr Setdown Machines, Crane Sheet
Steel Loader, Work Benches - Cabinets, Powr Air
Hand Tools, Double End Decoiler, Punch
Presses OBI 50-75 Ton, Fire Extinguishers,
Metal and Wood Pallets and Carts, 250 Gallon
Fuel Tank, Screws, Bolts and Rivets, Tape
Dispensers, Burroughs Bookkeeping Machine,
Many other miscellaneous items.
8:30 a.m. - 400 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
1101-116-12311
11:12-660. Under-dash FM stereo Supertuner With
cassette. Home stereo FM performance:
-Brushed aluminum front. Phase lock low for
stereo separation. Automatic stereo/mono swit-
ching. Local/distance switch. Automatic elect.
Fast forward and rewind.- And audiophile type
features. loudness switch, muting switch and
separate bass and treble.





Mini 8 Track - - slide controls, separalone,
volume & balance. All I.C. amplifier. Automatic
& manual track change. Many other models to
choose from.




"We are the oldest
car stereo center
in Murray"
DREAMS DO COME TRUE AT
• KOPPERUD REALTY
LET US FIND YOUR DREAM NOME
DRIVE DOWN MAIN STREET .
And take a look at this impressive 2-story home.
Lots of living area which includes 4 bedrooms,
study, dining room, den, living' room, plant






Three bedroom, 2 bath home featuring 36' x 16'
-great room with lovely fireplace. Located-just
West of Ilurray city limits and priced.very at-
tractively on today's market. This is an energy
efficient, step saving home. $41,000:
1 1 11 I
1112101,4.
GET READY FOR SUMMER -
In one of Murray's finest quality-built homes. 10
x 30 redwood patio with gas grill, 4,000 square
feet of living area with many built-ins, 5
bedrooms, and 31  baths. Large 3/4 acre lot on
quiet street with beautiful trees and landscaping.
Let us make your dream home a reality with this






George Gallagher 753-8129 - Andersen 753-7932 - Harry Patterson 492-8302- Bill Kopperud 753-1222 Bill Rayburn 759-4900-- •
CAVA- -
11
PAGE Id TN/ MURRAY,14., 111)611 S. PRES, Ilevesdey, Apr i 13, 1978
QO o mar ei al in s e
10 Sports Equipment
16 ANGLER Custom
bass boat. 65 h.p
Mercury motor: trailer









sterol Imally. leportod like
ow. llosponable pasty am
tyke at lig swing ea law
moue Imisma. Write Mph,
Plow Alliesoori MOW .
26 TY Radio
DON'T BE MISLED. We
whit not be undersold
Your Zenith Dealer for
Murray and Calloway
County, Tucker T. V.
Sales and Service, 1914
Coldwater Rd.
SISSONS ZENITH Spring
Sale. Shop around and
then come see us. You'll




West of Murray on High-





Avail Cm* Name llopsis
sTie
Pest Control
Aro noms4 d orals& ever a






















27. Mobile Home Sales




central gas heat and air.
Call 489-2133 or. 489-2769.
29: Mobile Home Rectals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for





Meadows, South 10th •
753-3855.
30 Business Rentals
RU .1 or ren
-.North 641 -.Highway for
garage or body shop.
Call 753-5618.
1972 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 65. between1-v-
m.-9p. nv7534103„ .
1974 BAYWOOD 12 X 65 2 -
bedroom, 2 baths, partly •
furnished, underpinned.-- --
E•xcejlent
$5890. - Call 753-2762
1973 '12 1 0 FIESTA
.. -mobile--
electric, 'central heat
and air. Maybe seen at - - •
31 Want To Rent
FURNISHED -HOUSE or.
- apartment for single
person and well trained












1..oCDI3 Fox Meadows or
call 7534107.
IA 155 TRAILER. 1
- bedroom, antenna and,
pole. $1,000. Call 753-8451
or 753-3636.
M ust sell - choice location v;ell built, 2 bedroom
house is one block from Murray State. Fenced
"---back yard, beautiful flowers. Paint and your love











tourtiore Home of the late Wesley Glasgow, Dover,
Tn. Take Migieway_79_toward Paris, Tenn. Follow
mectirme OreMWS.
Terms 111/14 down day of sale Balavice within 36 days Poommloswith claming
Mena: Seetkeinant at eatatc.
Descron al few 100 acre hirmi)olig mid lm 5 donlralie lir-eels. Theme &ado on ram traufil armapenorge **ore MOO
ow sou spin rasa llig tract we Soo 2
One penal lost eight Wimp. 21w41114Aktowbs rii.=
hone will pad &Mod walk glint". of WOW Ottser- Acts aSverytramistacrer.te 2Irmets will be aU wooded with godhoneollogam TayloraCimpol llost
Tenn amimenea: 135 Ifkaraar Purp.on Tisctor plow. dish,Wader NMI. Worn nolkdist, HI Ill tractor & cultivator etec-tric wielder, gas generator, air monomer, hammers, tools dell:kinds, set of bilkiers scaffoide. MS sort, 2 *heel trailer.
Veteriallian ‘Uppbe3. calf pear. apocial: IVS away me*.i..w. . 23,000 actual mama
•
Mtlq.rg , collectibles 4 furaltire: Old dinner bell, Buzzard MustLa ocri sheiks, Amoy kettle. anvil, klackesnisr forge. 1• sioddin lamps old saverrag anachines Mks beak wo41111011 sodawry bialding is fall of %mitts,. coroner kW .Ingookoe.lumber. botta-nollo. Something for evermaillt .
' •
. _
rang (lowic-11Wat. 'motor: trader, trolling Mat ar.
Aikedetatotor- O'Neal Claw.
. amerysisea %Ws_ 
2 
You here yaratall
Iowa t Pity/M-,-Mt,re-NNW •rialaitieslowalmipt.her.
- •imosiosAionale rogrowieeek pessommoodisigxege, Real Nab gromptly et 12 00 a ns,
Bogard Realty,
& Auction Co.
Office I mil. snort% of Dover, Tn on U.S. 11111t. 79
615-fii.5150




Id "lope Seger& Sc. 544
Dever, fa. 21141221
Atela C.rvicke, Sc. eitt
Dwyer, Ta. 132 r Y119




NOW LEASING new 2
bedroom duplex. central
heat and air, carpeted,
couples only.











Saturday, April 15. 9 a.




items. Proceeds to MSU
Nursing Honor Society.
YARD SALE. April 13th-
14th-15th. From 10 a.. in.














Sale. 207 Poplar St.
Tuesday through'
.. Thursday. 9.1.111 dark.
43 Real Estate
LARGE 4 BEDROOM, 3
bath home on private
one acre-tract, 4t2 miles
from Murray. Almost
3000 square feet of living
area in this home which
has extra large rooms
and large 2 ear garage.





staying with sale of
home. • Price just
reduced 10 $44,800-. -
Phone us today for more
information. KOP-
'PERUD REALTY 753-
----Hazel, Turn right in 
-fropt of Dees Bank. Lots -
of baby clothes, odds
-YARD* SALE, 16#914-W.











' nther things. __.
•
YARD SALE. friday and
- Saturday. April 14 'and. -
. _ 15. 8 a.m. until. Dishes.
• Blair products, some
-L.-furniture. _Kirksey Ky
36 Foy Rent Or Lease
SERVICE. STATION, in
Hazel. Ky. Call 7534321.
or after 5 p. m 474-2346.





mall. Good for child or
woman. Call 437-9505.
QUXIITER HORSE
COLT. Also a 4 horse
Walker and black and
tan coon dog. Call 498-
E1588.
TWO-HORSES for sale.
Call 4364345 after 3 p.m.
FRESH-- AND
SPRINGINg. . Holstein
heifers. Call 753-,5000 or
753-5595.
THREE YEAR -OLD












Good with children. C1k11
753-0044 after 3:30.




pupply,. also Stud ser-




old $35. call 733-7126.
YARD SALE Sold trailer.
leaving state. Odds and
ends sale.. Saturday
April 15, 9 till sold
Wallirop Trailer Ct. 4th,
and RyeaMant.
THREE PARTY YARD
Sale, at 212 'man. From,
8:30 till 5 on Saturday
15th of April.
YARD SALE, Saturday,
April 15. 8 A.m. 4 p.m.
Highway 641 next door
Thweatt Service Station.
__ About 7 miles _North of
Murray. In case of rain
will be held later.
YARD SALE: Highway
121 South. Friday and
Saturiky. 8-5. Ladies
surnm% clothes all
sizes. Men and boys-
pant's- and other items
Cheap.
NOW ONLY $2.00 Stuff
large sacks with
clothing, shoes, purses,
linens, Saturday 9-4 p.m.
Bargain Barn 13th and
Main.
FORMULA FOR FINE-
LIVING Just lisled this
lovely and uniqiie home
on private 3 acre wooded
tract-wiest - of Murray.
Home has breathtaking
27' x 25' greatroom with
fireplace and hardwood
plank floors Electric
Heat Pump, all modern
conveniences plus a
rustle, comfortable
design add up to a
pleasant life styte for
you.- Don't let this op- -
portunfty -pass you by.









NEW LISTING - Cute 3
" bedroom home near-the-,
university. Very at-
tractive wall to wnli_
carpeting' and • many
pleasant features in this-
sparkling .heme located
on quiet residental
street. Good home 'and -








15th, 8-/ Living room
suite, children's
clothing, toys, stereo,




from 9-4. Clothes for
everyone. Baby items
and miscellaneours
items. At 907 Vine.
Professional Services
With The Friendly touch"
Established Ladies'
Dress Shop. . . in
growing local shop-
ping center. Business,
store- fixtures and in,
ventory for sale. Call
for details. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th Street. 753-
8000.
This is what
































Ueda Jeffs Shopping Ca
APRIL LOVE - Yes, it
will be loveat first site
when you view this
colonial 4- bedroom
home and 10 rolling
'acres. Home was
completely renovated 3
- _years ago and has lovely
brick fireplace in large
country kitchen-den; g




stable and other out-
buildings. A rare op-
portunity to eurchase




753-1222 for more in-
formation.
43 Real Estate
LAKE HOME - Picture
a pretty house and
panoramic view of





garage. This home and 2
lots r .0046kie. not be
replaced for this' low
price of $44,500. Phone
KCTPERUD' REALTY,
753-1222 for all your real
estateneeds.





With The F riendlg Tam*"
GATES13-0R.0
e Eimm,
120' wide 200' deep om •
Gitesborngh
City water and-sewers.








floored ond ready Up to 12 a N. Also born style, offices, cottages,
mobil* home sei.ent, mod nolo, se 11-1UJUJZitirit-tat UM*
to assemble op to 24 ir 60. by the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
WATER FRONT and
lakeview lot in a
prestige restricted area.
also a few five acre
parcels only one mile
from lake. Call John C.
Neubauer, realtor, 505






tot Sycamore Murray, Ky.
43.Real Estate
A. TOUCH of Nature
surrounds this
beautifully kept brick on
picturesque 2 acre
lot...Some of the special




months, 72 x 15 patio for
summer cook-outs.. and
`much, much more! May
we show you today? Call
753-1492 or 75.3-1499
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Near Tri-City you will find this two bedroom
house and approximately twelve acres of land.
Central gas heat, double insulation, disposal,
enrynailen  $35,900.00.
"One of the prettiest _views in Calloway County
_can be seen from this three bedroom brick home
South of Murray, off of Highway 121. Storm doors
and windows, fireplace, drapes, carpet, built in
bookcases and desk, PLUS, 57 acres of land. See
it to believe ft! $139,500.00.,
Nearly new house and lot at 2008 Brookhaven in
,Gatesborough. Three bedrooms, two baths,
firepe in 11-vNg room, complete kitchen, car-
,and large lot. $39,500.00. .
• '
Two lots in Croppie Hollow subdivision totaling
-100' x200' for only $4,400.00.
Highway 94 West, approximately two miles from
Murray is the location of this dream house. Four
, bedrooms; three baths, one with sunken tub;
four, 6' x 6' closets, plus more; central electric
and air; Anderson windows; complete kit-









II shorts 436-5150 .„,.
753-1651
r
JUST LISTED THE CUSTOM 1001 AT A READY-
MAKE RICE .., is this special* & artistically
desiemed modem frame his,, tucked away in
a aid I welled setting. hal ainestes how
Murray, sear tolerator, his 3 bedroom bow
is equip* with nay ertras • large & pie.-
tifv1 closets. tell size bedrooms, 2 baths.
large 221 42 Clari9e with 'forkskP- Pi"
trees are &Wident an this tart large lot
_-
A MOST TEMPTING BUT. A hamper. saw Ii
little initiative saves dollars lor you. This is
horse you can fix wp to live in, rent or resale
- healed os 16th Street jest No& of 121 h-
al, has an extra large la mid in good
WON
111111PENSPIE • NOT CHEAP is this well boo
3 bedroom kick veneer • approlimole1p
141i ia. 'I. M has 2 baths, NON 01111,
drops LU. dishossier &'h




WEEKIIII-11111141 & SUMMER VACATION
lake hoot coodominiem furnished & on
weeded *smiles lel loafed in Islam' Sub-
division. 1 heiress Aims room, Wen,







-AM IISTED TODAY'S IVY - TOMORROW'S -
SECURITY A rare lid and see of ow best of-
ferings is his brood our, sem lived I 3
bedroom deluie cosh, Moe Je-
erer 2,430 sq. It. Imes (oily rem I kit-
Chen combiediet W001011k %due eelliP-
ped will Weldor It, &tidier fens for
these low bed bilk 2 ibas, 2-car garage.
lwei- PAL 611114 Mit. 6 ClOith, fillf/A1
bed & dr - lscds d hiss Iten bray
s robe csolepli fig
OMB SAYS SRIl firs drastically reduced
lot Mimi* NEP Newly decorated 3
bedroom like kw in Panorama 9,ores -
2 bibs, 2 fireplaces, 1 screened-in back por-
ches & paved street Wieder set-
ting adjoining TVA - has mailable mortgage
- he bey So mee at only 116,900.
EXQUISITE (AKE FRONT HOME oe deice led
located in bewatifil lame, Shores. hi kg
tear need vocation living is this two-story, 3
bedroom home with walk-out patio, hafge iwo
deck, den, fireplace - all 3 bedrooms have
large walk-oul sliding glass doors to patio
overlooking Ky. like
A CRACKLING FIB & RICXERING SHADOWS
--Rh Werke; lake boat convenient to mid
every**, is mid* with energy setae
dodos_ A 3 bedreee kick at the entreats la
fame Stores - it has 13i 20 eaelle4
loft* room with fireplace, carport WA
filifhp, 14i 30 kick workshop, all setting
on 3 large wooded lets
-
TUN
fA141lY RETREAT - You eel see Ibis 1 .
bedroom mobile hose, situated,* a lemilld
lake front lot located on the melt kis ki
hiltShaftS, to 'believe 4. The Id OM b
practically wodtt the total price and yse ca
here it all for only 515,500.
EXQUISITE WIRIEST HOME hilt for tun
is Ilk ,par mewl vocation hoot just minutes
this deueleye Murray located or large
• weeded let a two-story gambrel root design
his spprorimodely1,700 so ft. of Ileieg area
needroom. 2 kelb.- line bids living
num, weal fees W ithu. MI6 tarpon
patio & son dedi
Lakeview lot, 1 acre more or less Mining' PIA
I SI* Perk - led • Ones Ileeir Is bed ..
romp. VI I II loin* MIN llillr I*
... -..:11111t..limb.eledrIcIly A welm. - .
 •
COIX ldf NIMES Get ready for Miff IMO WI"' al kWh! *I kited
in this Nestor,. 3 bedroom lake front WM Cr". 61611.
.with 114 bath, large kitchen d family Mela
coehinetion with Drephre -large 5efife0415
" *oft of storage met Nab 9111 deck
- backyard gently sloping 14110 ly lake •
liaast in tables, Sew
Targ.R
ItEALTOR
•. HAS SOMETHING-FOR ERYONE





























































































eaa see his 2
el.ao a beidid
Hie télie Phi
The la kid is
rice sod you cal.
)01E • hilt for to
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rbrel roof desige -










43 Real Estate 43 Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
New -Spacious - Distinctive three story. nonular
- saitborivr.Canterbury- three-baths-,-4-beeirOOMS---





46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
48 Automotive Service





















Ion, +Kits, Ned pimps. Nigh






701 South 4th, Murray
SERVING THE PURCHASE AREA
Mayfield Wingo
NEW LAKE FRONT LISTING
Well constructed, attractive 6 room home, 2 baths, fireplace, central heatde
2 car att. garage, raised deck. Shaded lot with a magnificent view of lake. Ex-
cellent pier and dock facilities. Panorama Shores. Upper 50's. Call for ap-
Ointment.
WELL TRIMMED SHRUBS...AND PRICED TO MATCH
for retired couple or beginner's home. This sharp-2 bedroom B. V., In ex-
cellent condition is in quiet neighborhood. Carpeted throughout, nicely '
decorated All draperies included, Paved dflveway, carport la the Mid p's.
Boyd-Majors Real Estate
-The Professional Services With The Friendly Touch,"
Warren Shropshire 153-1777 Avdre Moody 753 9036
Berbers Envin 7534136 — Monte: Miller 753-7519
Reuben Moody 753-9036 I. I. Nook 753-2357
  _
posed conflicts ef intered--- cjare Tellislator still Active in Deniocrat:, 
us 1-3 450500 ita  
for_ the, losaat_pe.oducts-fircn; ---A--note-iitat the-Tribune's R"G̀i include" 134 1t4 StalkliaJanice Ham -chi-slot -curing, • eonsesenee - ra full-page a:Thastocaineluded-a--
'pa _tIve 6,cters Mrs. Wri'lliam story examining political, -A pledge by ,Alford to show reporter Tom Campbell, who executive editor, James Gilts .50 lower Sows steady .50 higher
Fteeeipts. Act. 752 . TM Barrows &
personal and financial in- his latest income tax returns has written abota historic "Jar Shelledy, 34, was 1972 us az24643°Pa• . 4441°44-75'1'w"Osbr , Melvin, and M s.$4410-4 .5
Earl Martin. Dean. 
US 14 211114401es. 
$43.00-44 00volvernents of the Tribune's to 'anyone- calling in at the preservation while serving on campaign coordinator fcir a
- riporters, editors and newspaper. As of Wednesday, the local historic preservation U.S. Senate candidate. "ram sous 3-4 1116'28°1b1 




'on whether their activities -A- rundown nii—Alfordli Perry Swisher, 55, a former charge . that ---1- am a us 1-3 300-500 lbs.
sa!„____ said Shelledy, US 1-3 5004501130 ..110.011:01.011few41.1SWednesday. mum __ -violating journalistic ethics. ..'.':- presidency of the Idaho gnsrd _seteerernerit affairs; and who became a national press__:_us 2-i me its.5. 30.03$31.1114LO't '
• "We all feel better -for.. of Education, and an analysis reporter Diane Pettit, a freedom figure when sere  --Tranned ort Uttar -7-displaying openess and do -by editors of what- Aifordir----itiember • of a-planning -and -k------nced to 30 days in , jail -for
--v--- - — =it on our Own volition," said-positions 'have meant to -news---soning commission:. ----Wiiiing Li name a con-
aey_..4.ealdi Lai; af Benton .ai-L. '1Butch" Alford. 39, coverage. In several cases, -A discussion. of. whether fidential source in a libel
nOtit Eive died.wednesday at publisher of the 25,000- editors . and_reparteri _said 'editorial pake editor...Mika. action.
8,36  ash. at the hiarr.I. circulation northern_ 
Idaho • - • -- • , -. .  
was 65 years-of age. "We thought it 
would be fun CILkk -c alts For _Balance
.. Calloway Cciunty Hospital. He paper since 1968. •,
to see-!to* it would w_ork onThe deceased was a
- member of the Unity Uwn- ' 
• veteran of World War II, and a- 
Hamilton, 56. "We did it just In Secunty,•  Freeheriand Presbyterian Chords, managing editor Ladd •
— Jib m ber of the Disa bled=as 
if somebody else was on the
American Veterans. Born .examining 
table, and some
- g. tambewas thelon_tk_people were a little startled
that anyone wciuki go to this
length to expose their own
weaknesses."
Several national news ob-
servers - including the
managing editor of Editor &
Publisher magazine and the
editor of The Columbia
Journalism Review, - said
they had never heard of
another newspaper staff so
thoroughly baring' - its
background.
Alford said the Tribune had
received a syndicated story
Christian Church where Mr.
n
Hall was a member and 
Democtatic Houae conferees, House itepablicans point to
decon Banal will follow in 
who are holding out fOr tighter past Democratic failures Lc
federal controls over theprice break the deadlock among-the 
-ThUrsday
Friends 
%array Cita CerheteiY- 
may call -at the 
of natural gas. tliernseIVeS alicasay they think
funeral ho se after fear 
-
. • • •
Rep. Clarence Brywn, R- Carter will come to them as a
today' 
.
-------- Ohio, said on Wednesdarthat
' i
Mr. Hall died Wednesday M 
the president id the
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Republicana he'd like their' Democrats PM the conference But Carter- told a group of
,.House Republicans, long left ftipod_ktel that, to break the committee. * a .. excluded .Republican Howse
out of efforts ta frame. .aeadoet he might even go . Leading energy - conferees conferees on Wednesday that
,compromise - • energy wail sr CAP backed plan were sturunoned to the White he wasn't wedded . to any
. The funeral for B. D. Hall of legislation, think' President forderegulation by 1983. House today for yet 
another particular scheme and would
1210 Dogwood Drive East. Carter may turn to them in Rex Granum, a White House bargaining session, the third accept nearly any corn-
Murray, will be held Friday at hopes of salvaging his plan. spokesman, said later in the since Tuesday, when carter promise just to get a bill,
ten a.m. at the chapel of the J. One House 
negotiator, Rep day that Carter was flexible intervened in the negotiations several participant at the.
H. Churchill Funeral Home Bill 
Archer, R-Texas, said the on a deregulation date. in an attempt to rescue h4 meeting said.
with the Rev. Dr. David C. 
sentiment has arisen in the "Continued in action on long delayed energy plan. • \ Meanwhile, Brown and Rep.
Roos officiating. 
"tie last few days." energy will cause for more House Republicans have \ Toby Moffett, D-Conn., a
Honorary pallbearers will
Archer's fellow Republicans been excluded from _ the _liberal conference member
be members of the church' 
, serious damage to the nation's
g 
pathetic to the n a
enerally are :lance 3Yrn- economy than the kinds of sessions, even though three who has refused to attend• - -- -- _
off ' I board and of the Men's that are under _ GOP senators have attended. recent closed sessions, are
_compcomise backed by Senate__alaraderattee," he said. .. ----Carter's in came challenging -the White HouseBrble -Class of the First- . -  ' in the form of instructions to meetings as illegal.
Energy Secretary James R. They told a news conference
Schlesinger to' work up a Wednesday that the private
com Umiee -plan. ..The deliberations appear to violate_
Schlesinger proposal calls for. a House . rule, requiring con,
an swifts pries controls on ferenee committees to be open
to the press and public when--
angering some liberal House 10, Ins. , legislation is handled.
-(allay County Hospital. He The le'vviitori_ Morning: Tribune t
• 2:35 .a.m. at the Murray-
was- ------- ired civilian con- aciik' a.. . _
Air Force, a graduate 'of the wspaper Does Switch--Exposes Selftracting officers for the U:.S.....
Southern LawLaw School, a - -a------ - a .
Memphis, in.. and a member - -- ' • - - - 
•
_a_ths_ Tennessee_ Bar _ _LEWISTON, Idaho (AP) - Shea news-Media 
conflicts of :iommistaries, Were written or 40, can adequately write about
,organization.
Association and tha_stir in dtitiston -1kWhing .. interes ---ifild Mel clet -T-6--0Y0' Written= 7 because of
l'elliune, "aft award-winning-- licalizeaa--- , - Reportetaaillford'a ties.  once served 
Alford 
a s press
Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho,
- He is -survived by his wife, newspaper accustomed 
to Cassandra Tate interviewed -Reviews of various secretary.whm  he
headlining the flaws of others, most employees 'OP the, 40- dealings of several reporters-, . -H-amilton concluded in printMrs. Mary VirginiaDiuguid • •
has made itself its latest member editorial staff. None including business writerHall, to wh he wa's married that Hall's position had been
expose. of the key editors or. Alford Sylvia Harrell, who reports onon !Starch 10, 1945: one son, damaged by his time with
Federal State
Market Report
James B Hall, and two 
Sunday readers were saw the story before it was Potlatch Corp. activities parch.. • Ifoleral State_Matitet News Service
greeted to a public "baring of published, althOugh her husband worksgranddaughters, Patricia and.
'Apt1113, 1971• Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
the late Preston Lee and
Minnie McNabb Lee.
• Mr. Lee is survived by ins
wife. Mrs. Ophie Darnell Lee,
four daughters. Mrs. Marilyn
Newsome, Murray, Mrs.
Carolyn Foy. Murray. Route
'Seven. Mrs. Brenda Higgins
- Miss Christine Lee,
Benton Route Five; -three
----alsters. Mrs. Elma Jackson.
Almo Route One, Mrs. Bertha
Jackson. Chicage. III., and
'Mrs. Lillian Groves, Benton
Route Five; 'three greed-
children.
The funeral will be held • Special Religious
Fnday at two p.m at the -
chapel of the Linn Funeral' Course Scheduled
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Lawson Williamson of Murray
Route Seven officiating.
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The New Concord United
Pentecostal church will have
a "clean up day" and potluck
luncheon on Saturday, April
15, at the church.
The church pastor, the Rev.
W. Melton, iirged all
Membera..sod intereited
'persons. to be at the church
• With tools . to help with the
_Ciealtup. He also iniit'ok the
public to. come to see the new
addition to the church .
Regular worship services
' are held at the church each
Sunday at eleven situ and_ /di
p.m with Sunday School at ten
au?
For Fall Semester
Psychology of Religion is
the.focus of a three semester
hour course to be offered in
the Psychology Department at
Murray State University for
the fall semester.
Listed as Psychology 302-2
Seminar in Psychology, the
course will be offered on
Tuesday and Thursdays at
9:30-10.45 a.m. and - will also
be 'cross-listed as Religious
Studies 302 I RGS 302a
The seminar will survey
current psychological
researclirof religious practices
and belief, will seek to in-
troduce students to various
psychological investigations
of religious behavior
generally as well as specific
issues stich as conversion and
mysticism, religion oed
psychopatfialogy, religious
belief and social behavior, arid
the,occult.
The purpose of the course
will be to combine both
scientific detachment with a
spirit of empathy so- that
persons can bettor understand
and - participate in this vital
riimerision of living, .a
spokesman said.
Instructor fee the coarse
will be Fred Morton, who
holds graduate degrees in both
psychology and theology, an is
currently United Methodist
campus minister on the staff
at the united Campus
'Ministry.. From 1971-75 he
tpught Biblical Literature: -
ate Life and Teachings of
Obelat . the College of
IiimelditiSillitite at Murray
StateNirrhenimigleted his
MS. in Psychology He holds
an A. B. degree from Duke
University and an A. B. from
Princeton Univeratty. •
For more Information call
Mr. Morton at 753-35S1
last resort -even if it means ____Igade-disetaeered gas by April
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
CIA Director Stansfield
Turner has told a University
of Kentucky audience the
United States is developing a
new "American model of'
intelligence" that will "strike




acknowledged that there have
been abuses in intelligence
and noted that stricter con-
trols abroad on CIA activities....„ . .
are 'enTerced • in . his address
here Wednesday night.
"Out Of the crucible of the
last three years of public
criticism, we have forged a
new process .of oversight,"
Turner said. Turner was
repeatedly interrupted by
demonstrators, who carried
banners denouncing the Shah
of Iran and alleging him to be
a "CIA puppet".
The demonstration, spon-




A fire destroyed the two
story homa. of the Glenn West
family on Watson Road west
of Lynn Grove Wednesday




cill • about 11:21 p.m. and
extinguished that blaze.' But
the spokesman said the fire
apparently re-ignited and the
building burned completely.
Firefighters stayed on the
scene uhtil about 12:30 a.m.
today.
Another fire about 12:30
p.m. Wednesday-destroyed a
garage and burned a car and a
small farm tractor parked in.
It on "old" Palestine Church
Road.
A spokesman for the
department said. that
belonged to 6. V.. .Morris.
Tools also burned in the blaze.
Cause of the Lynn Grove
area blaze was unknown.
About 12 firefighters fought
the fire.
Association, delayed Turner's -The focus of intelligence
speech-for about 40 minutes, activities has shifted from
and forced him to pause military affairs, principally
several times while hebnetel involving the --41/SSR, to
UK police ejected demon. analysis' of economic mat-
atrators from the Student ters, the world energy
Center.- . situation, and to information
. UK Police Chief Paul about terrorists and drug
Harrison said 11 adults and. traffic.
one juvenile were arrested on -New technology has
charges of disrupting a public '7:altered the methods by which
assembly.
The CIA's role' is not to get
involved in internal affairs but
jusrio reporton what's hap-
pening, 'Turner said. "We do
retain a capacity for political
action, but we exercise it very
little today, and only if
directed to do so."
Any such political action
re-attires the President's
signature and reports to eight
committela, said Turner. He
added: "Those are very tight






A specially-designed course, said. "We have lived in the
structured to help disentangle shadow of their mushroom-
the complexities of today's shaped clouds ever since.
modern society, will be of- "These explosions,
fered during the summer term however, were but the opening
at Murray State University, salvo of a series of bone-
beginning June 12. shaking events," he went on.
Entitled "The Anxious "Modern novelists, con-
Society : The United States temporary historians and
froiii 1941." the new course sociologists speak ig the
will be taught from 8:40 a.m. population explosion, the
until noon Monday through- information- explosion, the"
Friday throughout the eight-. urban explosion, the youth
week term, and will involve explosion and the civil rights
three disciplines on the and woman's rights explosion.
campus -+ Eitglish, History,
and Sociology. It will be of:
tered for both undergraduate
and graduate credit.
Teaching the course will be:
Dr. Delbert Wylder,
many new religious cults andchairman of the Department
sub-groups," he said.of English; Dr 4Terry Streiter
.fis% "'technology, social in-an asaisilint professor in cm.
Department of History; and ̀ Iiitutia' and economics play
Important roles, and in ad.Steve Jones, .aw tnetruetor in 
dition the hopes and fears ofsociology
members can be"Advances in science And soek.ete?
technology since World .War II- seenln ti.gr art, literature and
popular culture of otir time.have revolutionised -the lives
"All these changes in
America since 19T1 have, in
turn, altered politics, crime
and divorce rates, ethnic
Identification and created




-The old tradition of
"maximum secrecy and
minimum disclosure" has
given way to an acceptance of
"the public's right to know -...
as much as we can reasonably
let them know."
-The creation _ of an
intelligence oversight board,
and 'the heightened wat-
chfulness of Senate and House
intelligence committees,
means that public officials are
"constantly scrutinizing us,
quizing us. and demanding
answers."
About. 2,000 heard the
speech, sponsored by the UK
Patterson School of
Diplomacy.
Uruguay, one of Son Amer
ica's smallest reputollti, is a
little larger than the state of
Missouri,
Boise, Idaho, founded in 1863
takes its name from the French
term "les boises," or the trees
a description for the area use
by French fur trappers In 1811
Aciv•rtis•rs or•
coquetted to check the
firsf Insertion of ods for
tOrrocHon•
flitwapoper will be
0( the American people," said "Computers, nuolaar 4htiei****** •fik Ns*
-Or..-Ratiart Berke ebeirman weerge: emetic. samigiselic,„4; marred ommwetwk ANY
-ot the Departrnint of History. spare tnrrel well as the •'SfratliEt If"
in announcing the course. dissolution of American myths
"The explosion of 'two all hold out both promise and
atomic bombs registered the danger. Yet, all must be
awesome warning that isljorld studied to disentangle "the .
ward in -the future wiLiie complexities of our modefn
suicidal for all concerned," he society."
REPO' TED IPA-.
MED1A TEL Y SO PI EASE
CHECK YOUR A
CARErtit CY APED NoTalf,
US PROMPTLY if4 CASE
OF HERRON. 
Congregational Meals
SO At Hazel Center
The Hazel Community
-Center will be the site added to
the congregate meals
nutrition program of the
Murray Calloway County
Senior Citizens. The Hazel site
will be open Monday through
Friday, from 11:30 a.m. to
1:00 p.m., a spokesman said.
A nutritious lunch will be
served on each one of the
weekdays for all senior
citizens, 60 years of age and
older. "This will be a good
opportunity to eat a good well
'balanced meal, see your
friends, meet new people, and
enjoy social activities," the
-nbal site spokesman saicli._.
CALLOWAY BENEFIT
Another fund raising event
will be held for the trip to
Opryland and to Band Camp 
huadingSaturday, April 15, by
grou of Calloway County
High School. This will be a car
wash from nine a.m. to five
p.m. at the North Point
Chevron Station, Highway 121
Bypass by the Flags, Rifles,
and Majorettes of Calloway
County High School.
All senior citizens who are
interested inaaliending are
urged to make reservations by
calling 753-8938 between
9:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. on the
day before planning to eat at
the Hazel meal site. For in-
formation persons may call
the same telephone rnanber.
CAR WASH
The Wesley Student
Fellowihip of Murray State
University will sponsor a car
wash on Saturday, April 15,
from nine a.m. to ihreep.m. at
Ross Standard Station, 15th'
and Main Streets. The nrice-
will be two dollars for washing
the. ()Aside and windows OI
ea6 car.
With their six legs and flat, 
oily bodies, cockroaches are -
able to escape from predators
quickly through the smallest
opening. Even a slight move-
ment of air registers on the
fine hairs of their antennae and
triggers sensory nerves in their
legs. Threatened roaches have
been known to take off in -54-
1,000ths of a second.
HEY GUYS!
If you want the sharpest Boy s
Clothing on the market-Shop CORN-
AUSTIN'S complete Boy's Depart-
ment downtown Sizes 6-20 Slim -
Reg -Husky.
MIRAN" ADM !AIM
sumer•a•sini • rims U11•11111111111101110
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
-Appliances Are Our Only Business'
HOWARD COT and .10115 SIMMONS. OWNERS
212 EAST MAIN ST.
ci_s,c 090




5 Wisah Cycles, ihel Power Scrub • for pots.
Pans Powerful 3-levet Wash Action
Enitgy-Savfng Drying Option •Ponab4e
norafluot-InanOrna-
-*Frie Delivery
 *Service The Ssamegmivpw-r.,..--4.0‘
Day You Call
'-*90 Days Same As
Cash Up To 24 Anths To Pay
PHONE 753-I58G
direct from GE
when you buy this
GE QUALITY-BUILT




Big 6 97 cu. ft. freezer.
Energy-Saver Switch. See-
thru CrispersaMeat Keeper.
Rolls on wheels. Optional
Automatic Icemaker at
Extra Cost,
direct from GE when you buy this
GE QUALITY-BUILT COMPACTOR
-REDUCES TRASH VOLUME
Round Contaiper with convenient Carry-
fiandte Powiirful convecting mechanism.
Lock Control System. Built-In Storage
Compartment Automatic Odor Control •
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